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Older

Man}

such breathless rapidity, would “illustrate

churches’

tell!
For, wrapped in darkness, to but One alone,
“15 the dim pathway in the future known.

feeble

and

famishing, find it difficult to secure

min-

isters,

More

adapted

to

their

wants.

laborers are few.”
While
we need more, much more Home
course infinite]y the circumference - of Mission money, we. need men as well.
human thought.. But in all the Christian|‘
Let it be known by our churches, that men
centuries ‘that circumference has been
are at
work in new fields," in cities, vil-

and.

the

thoughts

the

of

process

men

of theAime

suns.
Christian science and invention
have given us telescopic range along the
vistas of the firmament, and with: the
eyes the secrets of worlds within

Farewell, Old. Year, a last, & long farewell!
‘Who shall live out the next no tongue can

existing,

The knowledge. of ‘Jesus overlapped of

’ mi-

croscope have opened to our wondering

THE OLD YEAR.

already

ny to what might be called the adding
strong, educated and pious young men
omuipotence of the race.
— are needed for the Foreign field.
There is another this the matvelous
3 ‘ The harvest truly is great, but the
growth of knowledge and its instruments.

have widened with

1881;

5.
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settlement of these new countries.

cities and villages need churches.

expanding,

The Boring Star,
! REUNESDAT.

reach before: Christ came.
The history
of’ inyentions, acenmulating now with
the same thing,—would add new testimo-~

' Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,

worlds,

wep

places, men

flame

| fixed stars, The

and

glow

in

the

growing capacity for

classes. They are literally steeped “in it.
If a poor man wishes to describe the most
abject poverty he can conceive of,

Dickens’s description

about the
ser-

secured > W eke shall they be found?

be

he says,

Hall was crowded with the elite of the city

of tobacco-spitting

and State. The most marked god attractive of these lectures was one devoted

indignation at

everywhere—after his first visit to Ameri-

largely

ca, he onght to see a Virginia court house
or even some of the churches,
Another visitor said: “None of our people can afford to, use : tobacco. » “He
had

enacted in the village of Ober-Am
rgau.
The IGcation of this small and otherwise
obscure village; situated in one of the Ger-

ntly talked with
a poof

man

in

Win-

ter, who couldn’t pay his rent but con-

ed he spent forty cents a week’ ‘on an
‘for

tobacco.

He

estimated

in

tobacco. »
A young man

asked, Isn’t it worse for

womanto eat snuff than

a

for a manto

PARTAKERS OF THE DIVINENATURE.

himself

w4s

an

ex-

ample of how much a peniient soul can
absorb of this divine Bape; for though
. he began with denying his Lord, yet by
the time he laid down his Apostleship. he
was 80 fall of the Christ-life that he gladly went to the éross rather than surrender
:
his faith.

It is not my purpose to follow out the

cld empires as China and India.
The
soil of: ancient Greece was as good for

meanings

Christianity did it have genius enough, or
enough, Qr sagacity enough to’
‘bring it up to the range of such achieve-

whick belong to it when we take it down: impulse
The

upon the lower levels.

disciples

of

nature
They

Ctirist are partakers of the .divine
in other senses than the spiritual.

We believe also in the efficacy of pray-

the

‘famous

Passion

man provinces’ beneath
sixteen ‘miles from the
station, was described.

a

Play

as

mbuntain
and
nearest railroad
The
play itself

was sthted to be a‘ legitimate descehdant
of the Greek

drama

and

of -the miracle

plays of the middle ages, while its ‘immeAccording

to

'tradi-

hundred ‘and

fifty

more

and

more

imbued

his spint, it is ‘rising more and
e line of control over nai
be, iraculous |is, go to speak,

with

It js only stating a historical

préach the gospel ? Are there not ‘Hannalis, who have given their: sons to -the

The

divine

art

and skill and power cannot be baldly
grafted upon a people ‘who .decHne, to
receive the divine love aud to imitate

‘the

divine character. We say to~Japan and
China and Africa and Islam—yon cannot
cles—that is, produce effects without us- 'inberit the oné without ‘the other, ' you
of cannot be ‘* partakers of the diviné naing means, by a simple exertion
thought; but with the progress of imita- ture” for the uses of business alene. To
tive art and physical seience the Christian realize the highest development of Westworld is getting a strongér-grasp of the ern culture you must begin by accepting
powers of nature, and handling them with the God and the gospel of the West. The

Not that the
: ing mhtural to it.”
‘human will can of itself ever work mira-

“family were sure tobe tipsy,and to-morrow
morning every family in Harper’s Ferry, ex-.

cept.the few on Camp
Storer college, would
We hope this is not
there has been more.

Hill connected with
have their egg-hog.
quite true, and that
progress than that

mightier

results.

It

is shortening

up

spectacie

of

Christian

stience

and

art

his name amid the cheers of- his

grt

+"0

going to procure some but gaye it up
being convinced by the preacher that

00

didn’t eat pies with

WHISKEY AND TOBACCO IN THE

raised upon a substructure of paganism
SOUTH.
and act. It has a deeper kuowledge of would quly repeat the impossibility of |'
BY MRS. N. C. B.
coun,
—
causes and se a larger control of effects. Nebuchadnezzar's image—part iron and
And: the | New England people, and many in
It has immensely widened its Tange off parkclay. It cannot be done.
philanhropy Which tries to elevate the | other paifs of the Noyth, will need some
means and instrumentalities, and 80~ can
“produce results that were not dreamed of world without thé’ instrumentalities of explanation Jfo,uunderstand why we felt,
‘Christian faith, which with praiseworthy
’
before.
at Harper's Ferry, on the morning of the
We have np powerto make a world; zeal and generosity wauld bestow upon 24th of Dec., that we-could not allow the
but if we are * partakers. of the divine the meanest and most degraded, wasted term to close for the holidays ‘and our
nattre,” God has thereby increased our ' at home or abroad, the best gifts o students to go home without having a
‘capacity to understand how be made it, science and comfort and taste that cul- temperance agitation: The meeting we
and not only that, but to borrow and use ture has to give, must sooner or later had impiediately after the devotional “exfor ourselves many of the chemical and {discover that there is somewhere a flaw ercises will furnish that explanation.
So magnificenta Short speeches were made while the”
mechanical contrivances which he em- in its philosophy.
result
cannot
be
produced
by so” inade- pledge was passed in a book which we
ployed in its making. Our Lord turned
quate
means,
To
redeem
a
world needs call our album and in which hardly a
.waler into wine, bya word —~by a look;
‘a gospel. Let Philanthropy 4oin hands Student since the school opened has esas Crashaw finely said more than two.
1'with Christianity, and ‘send everywhere |’ caped an urgent invitation to0 put his auceaturies ago,
)
hy
the missionaries ofthe Cross; and the tograph.
The modest water saw its’ God and- blushed.
nations that become partakers of the
The subject had heen very well preWe produce these transformations by
divine love, shall receive with it the addsented -and the signing was going on
chemistry ; but science and skill have out
ed gifl of the divine pewer.
short what used to be long and toilsome
when a student from N, C., a man
not

the processes that come between

" processes.

Our Lord

thought

broke the louves

and increased them in the very act of
feeding them ‘out to the five thousand.
We can not do that. - With us it is a process rather than a single act. But by the
progress of Christian enlightenment we

are learning how to multiply the resources of food for the world, so that now
among Christian nations a. famine is an
impossibility.
Christ walked on
the
tr, uh if
storm.
We can-

not do eithe¥; aud yet our Christian art

Bangor Theological Seminary.

Ey, LLL SHE

less than six feet tall,” about.

heh

e

" PRAYER FORR LABORERS.
BY

REV.

s. D. BATES.

.

[3
-

Fi

years old, rdse* aud said that he

had.

signed that pledge a year ago but. had
Whiskey had been pre{ not kept it,
geribed. to him by a physician but he
thought he had used foo

flowing, The Law, Medical, Normal and
Commercial Schools are sending out more

habit he wished to break awayg-from,-and
had fried several times but failed,—the
use of tubaceo.
He believed he couldn't
study as well, couldn't remember so. well,
what he hagl learned on account of it.

useful and lucrative.
The
sacred, the
ministerial, the best of all theprofessions,

and mechanics and science are giving us is only partiallyfilled.
J
such control of the unruly elements that
From, all parts of our country, especialwe canf imprison the fiery vapors in
on
ly the Western and Southern, very fre~ engines and drive our ships across the
quently come petitions for more minisseas in spite of tempest; more than that, ters.
:
by barometer and telegraph we can foreThe descriptions of new’ and hopeful
tell the storm and forewarn the endan-,
géred fleet. Christ healed the sick, cast fields of labor, ready to be occupied, are
out devils, gave sight to the: blind, and truly touching. Since the ‘“ hard times”
hebring to the deaf, and health to the have largely passed, railroad building has
lame. * He did it. without means ;’ we do greatly revived—multitudes of new towns
are springing up-every year on#heso news
it' with: and now
among
Chistian
‘ hations the art of healing, the. knowledge thoroughfares, where we might plant.
of remedies, the skill of ‘surgery, the’ churches, and . soon build them up: to
treatment of iinsanity, the labors of philan- strength and power, had we the men,
thropy and of sanitary science, have with mental and spiritual culture, to lay
hold of the work. Emigration is im:
reduced the death-rate and increas d; the
mensq. The new States and Territories
_health of the race to a degree that nevers
are very rapidly filling up, +The planting
was reached and never was possible, to
PEBhurghis should Keep pace with the
.

thirty-five

Many more ministers
are “nepded.
Other professions are full, crowded, over

young men than can find places, at {cast,

compan

day-school and all educational instituions. .
rl
5
:
tions,” and also during the day of prayer,_|
The question then came up whether the
in February, for the’ colleges, that earnest pledge included mince pies, Wine sauce
prayer be offered, that God will .call the and other articles of food of which some
young, in our colleges and seminaries, to . kind of spirits was: an ingredient. This
preach the glorious gospel. Let us not gave a new direction to the disgussion. A
forget to ask fhat all, called now or then, student preacher had lately spent a Sabbath
may be obedient to the Master’s invitation. where his hostess, Saturday, ‘wanted to
Ministers like the ‘‘seventy” are com- make some pies 1or her guest but had. no
whiskey to put in them. The host was
mandéd thus to pray as well as others.
—

going to leave it off.

much

He

and

was

had another

With deep emotion he called upon those
present to bear witness that he, then and
there, pledged himself, with the help of
God, to give up entirely and ‘forever the
‘use of tobacco, as well as whiskey. When

the discussion turned to that subject

a

visitor, a former student, stated that while
wailing for a train that

morning

he

was

They
pie.

‘had their
Tae

whiskey

Sunday

ing was allowed in that room.

He

said,

‘* No,” and she went out and stood in the
snow to smeke,

Don’t think

that every woman

from this

ingVirginia smokes.

If the oldestof the" grandfather®
call to mind

how

much

tobacco’

was

would
used

on
‘he

in them.

dinner: without
.
.
§

~ At a hotel table not far away some- one
had seen a dissipated young member of an

PAF. V., whose-father had been U. S. Sen-

vow to God that if,he would relieve them
| of the calamity they. and | their children

and

and efficient workers

are quietly’ building up the Redeemer’s:
Kingdom by building new church edifices,
founding missions, or instituting churches.
The readers of the Siar were apprised of -.
‘the facts regarding the founding of a
mission and the: erection of a chapel in
Lowell” last week; I am happy now..to
give them nformavion regarding the proposed institution of a Free Baptist church #
in the flourishing city of Worcester.” It
has been well known by many for some
years that there were several Free Baptist
familiés residing in this large city. «No~
efforts had been

made, however, to gather.

:

would perform the drama

of the cross

ev-

ville, which is only a few mniiles: away.
Mr. Eastman began to make acquaintatices
‘among these Free Baptists whe bad: re-moved to Worcester, and soon

conceived

ery ten years.
The plague ceased, and the the idea of inaugurating a mission there.
VOW has been kept as a sacred duty dur= To this end, he made a thorough -canyass
ing the successive generations which have. of the city and the project was so -favor-,
intervened. The play which has been ably considered, and seenied so hopeful,
that a place for worship was secured and
enacted in San Francisco and which was ‘the first publicservice was holden Sunday,

proposed to be enacted in New

York, but

the undertaking has been abandoned, is only

a spurious ‘imitation of this; without its

Dec. 19.

2° :

Steps are being taken for the

formation of a Society, and it is expected

that the Mass. Q. M., at its next session,
religious dssociations or devotional feat will be asked ‘to appoint a council to
ores. By the aid of the stéreopticon, Mr. | organize a church, if it shall be deemed

with no accidents, missed

ne

connections

and’ were not-delayed a single day ‘from
any cause. ‘They made it a special point
to. Visit the various Protestan
missionary
stations.

“At a recent meeting

of

Baptist

ministers in this city, Mr, Bainbridge

pre-

sented some of the results of his observa-

preac hing of the gospel should * precede,
and the schools should follow: to. meet the
new demands for knowledge;

‘independent

pudding

(made

of

the bag put into a dish and immersed in
brandy which is ignited, and finally served

, preachers and helpers rightly: employed

a. powerful

auxiliary;

Buddhism

.is

is

not

* the light,” but the darkness of Asia; ‘its
temples are going to decay in India,

while

supersti-

tion is fmnmense, yet the:
tysionary work
rises over them like a ony and inspiring’
mountain.
The, general aspect is - oft“a
most hopéful character.
Personal contact,

“with wine sauce), that on his way homehe’

‘with one who hds had

[fell into’ the water; lost his eye glasses and
met: ‘with various other mishaps, such as
are apt’ to ‘befall a drunken man.
If you could go on'the street to- day in
any Southeifn town, in dost of which free

for observation is inspiring,

and

pleased to state that Mr.

proposes

drinks are furnished

at the grog shops,

or

| visit the homes and see the treat offered to
every

caller, you would soon come

to

| correct conclusion that ifi the South

the

it is

thoroughly respectable even for = church
members to be drunk at Christmas and
would understand, if you do not already,
why we are specially anxious for our students to sign the pledge nefore the holidays.
Storer College, Dec. 24.

.

:

suth an opportunity

|

B.

gather up the results of what he

we
has.

are

to
seen

and place them in a permanent form. =~
The presence and lecture.of Mr. James
Redpath in Providence hds produced’ quite
8 sensation among the friends of unfortunate Ireland.
He warmly espouses the
cause of the Land Leaguers in that country, and through his influence and ‘that of
Mrs. Parnell, the mother of Charles. Stewart Parnell, Irish Ladies Land Leagues are
being formed to aid the work in Ireland.
The wisdom or folly of this movement, as
the case may

be, will appear in due time.

A novel installation service has just
taken place in one of the Baptist churches.
At its opening the young pastor
was to be;installed was seated on the

who
plat-

RHODE ISLAND CORRESPONDENCE.
..The closing ‘weeks of the year have

form with seven of the leading Baptist
pastors of the: ¢ity. ‘The preliminary devotional exercises followed in ‘due. course
and in the usual form.
We
the point

brought to our community some things
which seem to be worthy of recognition.

was reached, five of these
ered impromptu addres¥es

Scarcely had the interest in

the

national

election subsided, when the issues involved inthe city election of Providence
pressed themselves upon the attention of
‘its citizens. The chief of them in actual

importance was the question

of granting

was

°
.

died, five; dismissed to unite with other
churches and for other causes, fifteen;

present:

membership,

one

hundred

and

fifty-three. The missionary and charitable

offerings of the church for the year aggre
gate more than $500. In addition to these
offerings, one

brother

has

partially

en-

dowed a scholarship in Bates College,and
two brethren have given $1500 for the
erection of: ‘Faith “chapel.”
The total
benevolent contributions amount to ere

than $2,600. The sum of $300 has been
raised for the benefit of the Sunday-school,
and nearly $2,500 for the payment of the
current expenses of the church and the dis-

charge of a small floating debt. The grand
total of moneys raised for all purposes—
one-haif of which sum falls under the head:
of

benevolent contributions—is

over $3,-

000. And still the Mt. "Vernon church is
ready for every good word and work.
A rare pleasure was

afforded to

many

and bride were

Mr.

and Mrs. Peter G.

Russell, who were united
mony, Dec. 26, 1830, by

in holy matriElder Benaiah

and unassociated workers have not- gener- ‘Bean.
Brother and Sister Russell, who
ally been successful;
the ‘native force of are respectively 73 and 71 years of age,

very great and the powers "of. its

by the English “plumb

Lowell,

In the’ morning,

The missionaries, of whom he met

tleman who at a dinner was so

fruit and batter boiled i in a bag, then’ from

church,

observed last Sabbath.

of the worthy residents of this great city
in the opportunity to attend a real
a thousand, are, on the
whole,
a noble
:
GOLDEN WEDDING
band of workérs;
American
missionaries
arg as a class superior to European; the |. Monday evening,Dec. 27, at the residence °
The happy groom
zenana work is yet an experiment; the’ of A. L. Russell, Esq.
tions.

new ones are being erected in China and
Japan, and though heathef degradation, is

intoxicated’

of the Mt. Venon

the pastor preached an appropriate anniversary discourse, and in the eveningseveral of the original members of thetchurch
bore grateful testimony to the gracious
mostly peasants, though’ those who take
blessing God had bestowed upon them
the leading parts are wood carvers. Their
and the church since its organization.
acting, especially -that of ‘Joseph Mayer | The following statistics are gleaned from
who impersonated ou
is' of the most
the report of ‘the services in “the local. paartistic - character.’
« Stoddard, “who
pers and other sources. . Number added,
witnessed ‘this play Ry the past sedson, | by profession, seventeen ; by letter, one;

ator, advised by his comrades to take -an‘other piece of pie to save himself ten cents
for a drink, «
Another student had waited upon a gen-

where the sermon

is

enlogistic of the new

ordin

3

préached

con
to the

pastor

and

delivchurch
treating

of the duties and obligations of the church
to him.
The ‘prayer of installation was
then offered.
This was followed by” what

were converted in youth and united with .
the Whitefield, N. H.,- Free Baptist *
church, both being baptized the same day,
about four years ‘before

their

marriage.

They continued
t6- reside in Bethlehem,
near Whitefield, tll. about sixteen years

since, whemsthey removed to Mass. in order

that they might be nearer their children.
Herethey united with the Paige St. church,

from which they were dismissed six yearsgo to unite in the organization of the Mt.

ernon chubth.

Seven children were the

fruits of this marriage, of whom three are
deceased ; the remaining
four; all
of
‘whom are active Christians, are Cordelia

N. (Folsom), ‘Laconia, N. H.; and gu
member of the Free Baptist church;
Alonzo -L.,

‘Asa

C.,

and. Jennie

W.

(Blood), Lowell, Mass. Alonzo. L., wife
aml two sons—the whole family—are,
members of the Mt, Vernon

church;

Asa’

C. and wife, and Jennie W. and husband,
are members of the Paige St. church: Tt
is certainly a happy fact that all the children, and ‘nearly

all

the

grandchildrerm,

are followers of Christ. Eight grandchildren, and three great-grand-childten,
are the more remote fruits of this union. The *¢ golden wedding” will long: be
remembered by those who were permitted
to attend. The happy ‘couple were presented with two easy chairs, one from
friends in the Paige St. church and the
other from the family; with a handsome,
purse of
golden dollars ‘from friends
in
the Mt. on
ghurch;
with golden ’

tokens of esteem from Dea. , James G.
Buttrick and. Rev. Solomon Cole, the
bride’s:brother; and with a purse of fifty
gold dollars from the children, alt of whom
were present, and grand- -children.
The
gifts in ‘money aggregate just $100.

might be designated as the charge
and
hand of fellowship combined, by a sixth
pastor who presided on the occasion.
So.

Brief Any
addresses Were
made by- Revs, BE. W. Porter,” G. S
Ricker, their pastor, and “Soléman Cole,

The innovators and

and

:

far, sb good; but this was not all. The and a pleasant poem prepared for the. oclicenses for the sale of intoxicating drinks.
f
new pastor volunteered some remarks: icf casion was read by Mrs. E. W. Porter.
In this stronghold of the liquor interest, it which he took decided issue with some
The married-lite of “our "aged brother
and sister has been- singularly , felicitous,
ji regone. genclusion from. the ‘of the speakers who had preceded him.

asked by awhite woman in the depot: who first that ft .must again

was fumbling “bout for her pipe;it smok-’

‘there the faithful

varios
here

practicable. The Society. iis now worship~
Stoddard presented a: large number of ing in ‘Washburn Hall on Majin St., and
scenes, including views of the village . and Bro. Eastman, who is a recent graduate
“ Did these young people who had signed. theater, whose external appearance is far of Bates College and Theological School,
that.pledge nnderstand that it obliged them from being inviting, the stage, aud the has closed his pastorate at Farnumsville
that he may devote his time and strength.
to refuse the egg-nog thitt they were almojst principal transactions from Christ’s tri- entirely
to this pew enterprise. *®
sure to find to-morrow at home or some- umphant entry into Jerusalem to his resuroY
eHe
SIXTH ANNIVERSARY
rection, together
with
portraits of the
where.” ’
:

to say that the greatest scholars, the
greatest educators, the greatest inventors,

anges of culture alone.

discussing

extension,

;

years

fact Lord, who will ask Him
to call their siace the gentleman’s boyhood, for we can
Samuels? Christian parents might wish see great changes in the right direction ‘in describes it with marked
impressiveness.
"not only share the character of their Lord,
.| The popular interest in it .will; no doubt,
their sons to enter professions more lua- the last fifteen years.
' but also inherit something of his power. explorers, discoverers, and in general the crative but none so-honorable, so useful,
A young man from Norfolk who had. not lie dormant for the next ten years. WhethThey begin éven in this life to acquire wisest laborers for the.enlightenment and
and to be crowned with so large-a reward, signed the pledge,’ immediateiy rose and er, however, the recent interdiction of it
the element also of his divinity.
| elevation of mankind, are found in*Chris-’
as that of the gospel ministry. Will the said ‘that. was the réason he had not by the Pope will prevent its: re-enactment
Christ's working was miraculous to us, tian nations. - churches ask God to call‘the young men, signed. Hg was going-home and he hadn’t- remains to be seen.
Rev. Wm.F. Bainbridge, for ten ‘years
He could
but it was natural to him.A country like Japan is shrewd eno
of their membership to the ministry of fe- seen how he could refuse thesegg-nog, but
pastor
of the Central Baptist church in
produce results without the long previous to recognize this, fact, and is hungry.
he
had
decided
now
to
sign,
and
though
conciliation ? Will it not be eminently
has just completed a trip of two
processes which we have to use. He almost desperate for Western civilizatidn. proper and fitting, that during the ap-) he strove to conceal it, his" voice and coun- Providence,
That was His But Japan will learn in time, and so will proaching ‘week of prayer, ‘when, on temance betrayed the struggle: of his con- bl years’ duration round the world. He was
spake and it was done.
~nature; his natural authority over the the rest of the unevangelized world, that Thursday, supplication is to ' be . offered -sclence and better impulses with the op- accompanied by his wife and son.’ Though
kingdom of physical force. As Christen- the saving force does not lie in the appli- for « Christian education, the family, Sun- posing.elements of his ‘nature. He wrote | they traveled fifty. :thousand miles, they met
dom becomes

ment.

of the word?
Is not this our duty, ‘our
privilege, to take this matter to God, and
plead with him to call the‘young men to

EXTENSION.

While we
are
theories of | church

these faniilies together into’ any organic,
ago, the people of Ober-Ammer gau were relation, until the Rev. A. J. Eastman beafflicted’ with & plague, and they made .a came pustor of our church in Farnums-.

tion, about two

er, for God's blessing . upon his word
science as it was for poetry and art. when read, preached, and taught in the
Egypt did what it could, -and so» did the home - or "Sunday-school or “elsewhere,
The exhibitions. comprimeval capitals of Central Asia.
But | prayer that the foty Spirit may attend
He knew how - it’ would be.
When he ‘principal actors.
none of them all ever dreamed of tele- the truth, to-the understanding and con- was a boy one of the first sounds that mence with May and continué until the
last of August; Sunday and. Monday of
greeted his ear Christmas morning was
phone or telegraph, of
railroad
or science.
The
the stirring of the egg-nog, and before each week'being devoted to them.
gunpowder, or even of so simple a thing
Will they believingly, importunately,
actors; some seven, hundred in. number,
breakfast
was
ready
some
of
his
master’s
as a clock, or a pump.
Such things were
ask the Lord, to cq/l men, to the ministry
are inhabitants of the village.
They are

Not: till
spiritual meaning of this wonderful phrase, . impossible tothe pagan mind.
the race got into the new inspirations of
which is its real and highest signilicance.

“I want to point out suwe of the

of the Holy Spirit,

to

diate origin is this:
ed, “ The great need of our people «is
homes and we can none of us afford to’ use

“The Master, the Lord of the harvest,
knowledge is pushed on by a growing
smoke « cigar? That is a use: of tobdcco
gives a gratifying, instructive, inspiring
that the grandfathers can tell you nothing
hunger for it. No man may predict what
‘answer.
For Ting nobler, better life prepare;
| newlines of science may yet open; but Pray ye therefore the Lovd of the har- about. We must summon to our aid the
So that, when Time’s perplexities are o'er,
in. those already explored, it would seerfi | vest that he would sena forth laborers into soldiers whoshave seen women swab their
Our souls may dwell with Gad for ever-more.
Seir snuff-sticks, split into a
|
as if nothing was denied to: the sincere | his harvest. This is really a prayer that mouths with
Paar
+
>
sort
of
broom
at
the end that is applied to
and conscientious student. He has a key Christ would call men tgythe ministry of
for every lock; he has an open sesame the Gospel. We may have men by pro- the mouth,’ dnd can explain what becomes
of the great quantities of snuff sold in the
for every door.
Human
intelligence perly asking for them.
BY PROF. J.8. SEWALL, D. D.
Ba
stores here.
:
.
is .expanding toward the divine. It is
As a people, we generally, indorse the
After
it
had
been
reported
that
only six:
Saint
from
us
to’
comes
phrase
idle to say, that all these results could doctrine that ministers are called of God.
The
on the boy's side, three on.the other, hadPeter. Itis a condensed description of that have sprung from science without Chris- Not by miracles or dreams and visions of refused to sign the pledge, Mr. D. arose
fineness, purity and strength of character tianity.
Why then have they not? They the night, but by the * Still iii | voice” and said he‘wished to ask a question:—
which come from th8 believer's: union have had time ¢nough to try, in such
Peter

CHURCH

3 course of illustrated lectures by Rev.
John L. Stoddard has taken the first rank
among, popular
entertainments.
Music

of tobacce.”

‘too poor to buy him a plug

If any one still cherishes

capable, | re

atoms within atorns. By means of the need of ministers. Itis however, a
‘spectros¢ope we can catalogue the very | fous question, how shall the supply
materials that

them to get the amount used by the lower ‘thralldom of the accursed traffic. =

learned, . spiritual, eflicient—wo
they
not readily, willingly, Hberslly co tribute
to sustain them ?
They would doubtless consider it both
a privilege and duty to do so.

,- There is thei no question

MORE BRIC-A-BRAC.

now by respectable people in thé South. - I for the right, and our otherwise favored
the
shouldn’t know what, multiplier to give community ‘will he relieved from

Then whist we live, may each with constant

with Christ.
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5, 1881.
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triumph:

The

friends of prohibition, however, determined Lo show their strength and rallied
their forcés.
The result proved
that,
though defeated by a smaller majority
than last year, there were circumstances,
such as the strength of the. vote_.and the
character, of the citizens who cast it,
which afforded decided grounds of encouragement.
United
and persistent work

in the North in their youth and then multiply by two, they woud
have probably =a
pretty correct idea of the quantity used! will ut no distant day
8

secure the

victory’

iconoclast

are not

all

although

afilictions

have

come

to

dead.
them they. can rejoicingly ‘say, that the
The revival of busines: seems perma:
way has grown brighter and brighter, as
nent, and there are numerous signs of in- “these golden. years of. their earthly pilcreased
prosperity.
Not least: among grimage have passed away.: Now
in
them “has been the manner in
‘which ‘their old age they are ble¥sed with the
Christmas has been.obgerved.
Trade has grateful love of their noble and honored
never been so brisk; gift-bestowing
has
children, and with the sincere esteem and
beén unuspally Jakgdl and éxtensive and
affection of a great host of friends. May.
many hearts have been’ .made glad., The
to come bring their
merriment of Christmas is pressed hard by many golden years
greatly”
the happiness of Ney Year’ s;
one to all!
Prov idence, Dee. 30;- 1880.

and a happy
B.
ie

wealth of golden blessings to this
loyed and honored father . and mot ber in,
Israel!
_ RAYMOND.
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serve God according to the individual
conscience, i. e., religious liberty 1u the

largest sense, is'one of Christ's gifts to
the world."—Abbott. ** Zacharias - laid
great stress on God's fulfillment of - his

Sunday-School Lesson.--Jan. 16.

DAILY

READINGS:

high hath visited us’—JLuke1:

This John did by calling men

Luke 1: 67-79.

{

FS3

’
The

most

repent-

to

The

of . sins.

potent

elements in drawing

inte

creeds have kept apart.

work,

no

Henson,—Uncle

one

in and

‘comes

commenced,

and

during the present season, make it cer-

in

ee —

community, as imbibers of brandy, whiskey, etc., with his* usual subtilty, turns:

®

blessed effects of the dayspring which
‘then dawned from on high were: the dissilence, broke solemnly from his lips the’
persion of ignorance, which is the darkas

the metal flows from the crucible the
moment that an outlet has been make for
it.”—Godet. No wonder the old ‘man’s
feelings - were deeply moved. He saw,

_
ness of the intellectual world; the a
ening of men from sin, which is the sleep

of the soul; and the direction of their
hearts into ¢ the way of peace,” that is,
of peace with God, by.the blood of Christ,
brought to his own door, as it were, -the
peace with themselves by the answer of
fulfillment of the oldest promise in the
ce cleansed from sin, and peace

get

is a bad thing to

1.

—

redeem-

your name Tom?” No sir, it is Josiah.”
«But isn't your middle, name Tom?”

eth in Jesus .” The results of this love

“No

SCIEN

fectual as that which

originates

roll in

-

be manifested to. men.
Sy
:II. They who are redeemed

ransom, or

the

the following day.

drawbacks from which the cause suffers.
thirds of the responsibility,

lack of efficient work,

then,’of

this

upon

our

rests

. “»them, so the
power,

horn became

gnd

‘was

so used, both

' .sic and sacred wrifers.
9; Jer.

48: 25.

by clas-

|

Ps. 92: 10; 112:

A ¢¢ Horn of salvation”

is therefore a powerful Saviour, one
-+mighty and able to save to the uttermost.” It is possible that this whole
figure (korn of salvation)

may be

taken

hand ofa Christian woman

COMMUNIOATE KNOWLEDGE.
‘We may communicate, and thus apply,

{
.
knowledge to others:
con-.
&
in
as
t,
1. By incidental statemen
versation where one having information

Mary was a

descendant from David. There is not a
‘word in this noble burst of divine song
about his ‘own child; like Elizabeth, «he
loses sight of self in the glory of a greater

the

habit

He said:

her

about

yourself?”

crown,

the

occupies the
position in English

Gurney,

a noted

English

aboli-

and his plans for them, he inquired,

what

Univerdity did - you

“At

into

as a slave.

as in

of, communicating

exercise.

properly

ean be taughtto

never

tian ? Then he should now reconsécrate
himself to God, exercise a more full and

life

entéred a school,
my youth, and

Lord Jestis Christ; and thankful for past
loving kindness manifested,

* Though

re-

should

solve henceforth to obey God in all things
and follow where he may lead, whether

his will may be. indicated .in the Bible or
in his providence.

~

#

THAT GROUP OF AGED MINISTERS.

it never read the Bible;in

BY REV. DANIEL JACKSON, Who were they, and where

were

they

to be seen ? They were the eighteen min-

isters. grouped fhgetbet at the: Centennial

that you are not a scholar?” «I aur*Tot:*| While looking. into thqfaces of those ven--'
said Uncle Tom. “But I should
pever erable men’ on the picture card the other
have suspected that you ‘were not a lib- day! the questions arost irgy mind, What
erally educated man. ‘ 1 have heard many bas been the character and work of those

:

”

you

sir,”

‘negroes (alk, but have

He conceived

him his early life as

the idea of taking
walnut

held

in

lumber

London

like a mirror.

These

boards,

in

having

been sent in an American vessel,

the

su-

perintendent of the American department
of the
exhibition
insisted that they
should be ‘exhibitedin his department.
Loyal, as a citizen, to the land that secured his freedom, he insisted on

this

ing them to the department
to Canadian products.

remov-

appropriated.
said

the

American superintendent, ‘* you can

mot

doit.

control.
to

*‘ But,”

never

seeh

one

-| that could use such language as you.
Will you tell me, sir, how you learned
our language?” Uncle Tom explained to

and.on arriving in England, had them
perfectly polished so that they
shore

for. temperance

danger comes

-I

Is the reader a Chris-

the will of God.

entire reliance on ‘the atonement of the

graduate?”

hood and all the former part of my

unlimited,
and present; .and he should
live the rest of his life in accordance with’

floors.” He soon placed his children in
school and, after a time,
commenced
learningto read himself, taught by bis

to the World's Fair,

work. For the children are under her inwhere, it is not so much the fluence there, at a period when they may
class-teaching
work of the teacher to communicate as to, be carefully taught, fully impressed, ‘and
direct his pupils in- the discovery and} ‘Warnedof temptations to come, before
We should
statement of knowledge.
to them. When women

cultivate

hjs family

some specimens of black

Too long have tem-

temperance work.

have

of Adversity,” *‘ 1 understand

etc.

in his reformation, The Christian %element can not be made too- prominent in

her grandest opportunity

in

a

Canterbury

by Mr.

who had collected there.
He secured a
tract of land for a settlement, built saw
mills, founded an institution of learning,

has had a power in it whigh has resulted

vvationbeeause those Who flee to him

im the house of David.

and

tionist, and was kindly received at his
palace. Afier a half-hour’s conversation

1851, hoping thereby to open‘the way for
be-.
think himself Jost to respectability,
future sales. For this purpose, he se‘cause of bis drinking habits, accompa-. lected four boards of beautiful textuve,
nied by a few earnest, hopeful words, seven feet in length, and four in widths

.safe, (1Kings1: 50; 2:28.) Thé Re- | sermon or lecture, where a proposition is
ations reg. deemer may be called ¢* The horn of ggl- established by certain consider
ssafe.”— Barnes.

yes,

Archbishop] him so much goodness and love? He
highest should immediately repent and believe
social
society, - the gospel, that gospel which sets before
Uncle Tom was introduced to his grace, him a salvation which is full, free,

After Uncle Tom's seitlement in Canada he was unceasing in his efforts to improve the condition of the fugitive slaves

to

perance and religion been divorced in the
mipds of many good people. Let them
be so joined together that temperance
shall be recognized as a part of religion.
But it is in the home that woman ha

ularly arranged and presented.
8. By instructional direction,

‘0

“Did you ever see

with

Next to the

of

UNCLE TOM AT THE WORLD'S FAIR IN
. LONDON.

laid kindly

upon the arm of a man, who has come

PrN

from the Jewigh altar, on the ‘corners of to convey, when fitting opportunity is
which were pro)gctions called sy (Ex. offered, or a. ques tion is, propounded,
38: 1,2.) Persfps in danger might flee gives it.
9. By format announcement, as in a
to the altar, take hold of its liorns and be
are

bad the Bible, the Sabbath, the preaching

Stowe?’

light, and my wife laughed and acknowl:

.eldest boy.

giving them especial warning against the
dangers and temptations of the cup. The

So ought his
to give light to ‘all men.
disciples to be, according fo their power,
‘i
givers of light. /

a symbol of

setts, named

edged that'it was worth while, ‘and that: said the Archbishop, * but is it possible Conference of Freewill Béptists of North
|America, held at'Wejrs, N. H., in 1880.
it was better than a log cabin with earth

pay a price by which a captive may be are Christ's péople,bound to him by strong women. (They can not, of course, be at
released. In the Old Testament, God is obligation. =’ all responsible for legislative action upon
said to visit men chiefly for judgment; in
AII. The horn is an emblem not only’ this question, nor for its- results.) Both
+ ‘the New, for mercy.
God redeemed his of power, but of beauty, glory and dignity in formative and reformatory work, wompeople by providing for their deliverance as well. All these Christ possesses in an has especial power. In the Sabbathfrom the bondage of Jewish ceremonies the highest degree.
:
schools the majority of the teachers are
and the greater bondage of sin. The"
IV. We are delivered from the power women. They influence the: children at
thought of deliverance through a ransom of sin that we may serve God without the formative period, and dre sadly negwas in all the Messianic expectations of fear, that is, with joyous freedom.
lectful if they allow them to be even one
the time seech. 2: 38.
7
VY, Christ's mission in the world was month under their instruction without
69.
Horn of salvation. Animals wearing horns often exert their power through

There has been an ample provis-

ion for all our spiritual wants. . We

rbeeived all ‘my training under the most
there was nothing but bare walls. and adverse circumstances. ‘That is what I
floors, we were in a state of great de- meant by graduating’ at the University

church and the home. The fact that the
Christian church lags behind in aggressive
temperance warfare is one of the greatest

from sin

our

have been with each ofus during the past

year.

the sand in such a fashion.”

midnight, and moved

restored,

was

for

““ Well do you know a lady iu Massachus

her and talk

of hoe and shovel, hot water and a mop,
got the floor into a tolerable condition by

sp_ef-

in

offering of

the Lord Jesus Christ who died

sir, I ‘am’ plain. Josiah ' Henson.”

good lady she is.”

BY MRS. M. M. H, HILLS.

** Well, I never knew freedom make a man

Pry

No work for temperance can be

No doubt Zacharias Was thankful

that his speech

It had

:

is to make a

has’ pre-

complished by the voluntary

on the condition of the Canada fugitives

that at least two-thirds of
but more is estimated
that the tender mercy of God was thus to- our church members are women. ‘Two-

tense because
the salvation was as certain

To

ive in farnishing such help.

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

Spoken in. the past

really begun.

a

Uncle Tom replied, ‘I graduated, your
* Next
diy, he secured a place to work Grace, at the University of Adversity.”
| increase thé number to ten millions. ‘and permission ‘to occupy an old two * The University of Adversity,” said the
There being, then, need of more help in story sort of shanty, the lower story of Archbishop, looking up with astonishopposing this growing evil, it is especial- which had been the resting-place of pigs. nent, ** where is that?” ‘It was my" lot
ly fitting that women be prominently act- He expelled the pigs, and, with the aid .to be born a slave, and to pass my . boy-

with one ‘another by mutual love.—Horne.-

68. Blessed be the Lord. Let him be
Visited and redeemed.
Visited
praised.

"

He

read the work,
as Binney, who
recognized the hero of her story, ‘and one
day, surprised Uncle Tom by saying to

“ UNOLE TOM.”
',

must

We

vention boasted that nine and a half million barrels of beer were sold in this
country, saying that, in 1879, they would

a conscien

Old Testament, the promiseof a Saviour.

*

the exhibitors! and

in our way.

served us from numerous dangers to
which we have been exposed. He has
bestowed upon us many special favors.

of the Bove, the social’ services of the
church, family worship, and religious
Re.
“I called on_her at her house not long literature. If in any case, all these
UNCLE TOM IN CANADA.
before comingto England, and we talked ‘privileges have not been. enjoyed, there
been the opportunity in common with
| haséld
After 40 years of great hardships and a long time. She seemed much interest
others,
of praying in secret to our Father
thrilling‘slavery experiences, Uncle Tom' in my story, and I told her all I'could
escaped from bondage in the State of think of.” * Well, that is it” said Mr. Bin- in heaven, and there has been the influKentucky, with his wife and four chil- ney; ‘She has writterf;a book about you ence and aid of the Hol§ Spirit.
Looking thus at the past, each reader
dren—two of the latter he carried on his which will make you famous. 5 '1 recog-’
“| of this has a duty fo perform in the presback—and after passing through great nized the character as yours at once.”
perils, set foot on the free soil of" Canada
UNCLE TOM AND THE ARCHBISHOP OF ent and in the future. ' Is any one still
neglecting God, that God ‘who has shown
pposite Buffalo. He was so, overcome |
CANTERBURY.

temperance reformer, and says, ** Yes, it
drunk.

solid

the

The which will ulfimately divide
Cr
fast. South.

The dawg of day. A
+ “Dayspring.
beautiful figurative illustration of the
glory of tle coming Christ. Mal 4-2;
The gospel brings light into the world.
John 1: 4. It does not leave us to grope

. “This song, which was composed in the
priest's. mind during the time of his

taken place.

which came

‘Josiah

name--was

sins according to the Scriptures, thus
him, that a lady in America had written | opening the way by which God could be
a book“#bout him. He asked, * Isn't *‘just, and the justifier of him which believ-

entered

has

in: tain that already a wedge

first use he made of the restored power till the end of time ; whosoever will may men and women into that path, so flowof speech was to praise God for his mercy. come to Christ at any time and find re- ery and attractive at first, but so slippery
and faithfulness. There caf be no riobler
mission of sins., He will surely gul e and frightful as it approaches the drunk- mse of lip or tongue.
:
:
ard’s grave. In 1878, the Brewers’ Contheir feet into the way of peace. ne

as if it had already

real

edal awarded him, also a . beau-

Aronz

have a drink that will suit temperance
first Zacharias describes the more external
people, one that ailing men and nervous
women and weakly -ehildren can use.
* aspect of the salvation which his people
We must have the doctors on our side, to
were now to experience by being deliv.prescribe it for every ailment that flesh is
ered from their enemies; in the secend
part, he describes the conditions which in the darkness of jour natural condition, heir to.” -And so it follows that poor
must first be fulfilled before that period
takes to drinking lager
nor in the dim light of the Old Testament. duped humanity
where it would be
houses
Into
beer.
*.| It.is related, in Foster's Cyclopedia, that
thought
a
disgrace
for
rum or picker
67. Zacharias. (See Bible
when Alexander encamped before a city,
page 30.) Filled wilh the Holy Ghost. he used to set up a light to give notice bottles to be carried, the tray of lager
y his emotions, that at once, he threw
The aged priest seems to have lost his
to those within, that if they came forth beer bottles goes regularly, and .presi-" himself on the ground, rolled in the
speech because of his unbelief at the anto him while the light lasted, they should dents of colleges, ministers, deacons and sand, seized handfuls of it and kissed
nouncement made to him by the angel.
have quarter ; if not, no mercy was to be other church members are to-day usi
them and danced round till, in the eyes
(See Lesson 1.) He remained dumb un- expected. The light of gospel mercy and giving. countenance to : this. liguih
til the event was accomplished.
The shines clear and strong, and will shine which is ensnaring so many of our yeung of the spectators, he seemed like a madman. ‘‘ He's some crazy fellow,” said an

in order to redeem.

T

pf

Even

beer, ~especially

creasing during the past few yedrs.
spirit of evil, finding that he was

»

Woodbridge belongs.

were

méthads

nor that old

cants, wine, cider

drigin in the light and warmth of a summer sun.”— Abbott.

Mary A.

adequate. The usdof the milder-intoxi-

phere in which the gospel of Christ has
its birth and life, as the spring has its

In the

to him,

Tom's

recorded among

cares to ask to what denomination Frances E. Willard,
‘or J. Ellen Foster, or

bition finds more ready adherents. May:
the impetus which the work will receive
from the Southern tour of Miss Willard,

losing his hold of the. better classes

of the Latin translation.
It consists of
two parts, the. first including verses 68—

restored

Yi

tive slave, and that is his work.”

Absorbedin the

growing demands of the

was fully occupied before this movement

salvation.—*¢ Tender mercy is the atmos-

called the Benedictus, from the first word

, moment speech was

NV

The answer was, ‘He is indeed a. fugi: ‘delivered us from numerous difficulties

field

that. the

can not be said, therefore,

that of the last;—has been Tapidly

and is

75, and the second, verses 76—79.

rd

could, and--she, ~ with
perfect “grace inittéd many others, he has all alongreturned the salutation.
He heard her been caring for us, providing for us,
us. He has ...
inquire, “Is he indeed a fugitive slave?” | preserving us, and blessing

of

closer relationship those whom conflicting

fed much.

salvation.— Abbott. _The* tender’ Mercy of
God. God's mercy is the sofirce of our

to-lay isa hymn,

platform

Christian work,is and will be one of the

MRS. E. 8; BURLINGAME.

through the remission of sins. Remission
To give knowledge. Christ
ig pardon.
ives salvation, John only a knowledgeof

S——
Notes and Hints.

lesson

remission

of salvation

knowledge

~%

78.

for the

ance

on

from

‘* The dayspring

ed or

fifal picture of the Queen and royal fam- But not only goodness, love has also been
manifested towards us. This carries us
ily.
Bee
i
our Southern problem may fitd dits- soluback a very long way. In eternity, God ©
UNCLE
TQM'S
SECOND
VISIT
‘TO
ENGLAND,
cones’
word
the
tion in the same way, for
one who should prophesy of the Highest. Thereis need thatnew measures be devised from
resolved
on ‘the plan of redemption
Uncle
Tom
visited
England
again
in
the workers there that the people
Christ would not be called th Highest if to_supplement those that have heretofore
' through the atonement; and in the full-'
1853,
just
about
the.
time
Mrs
Stowe's
more readily come into line in temperhe were not divine. - Prepare the way. been attended with but partial success. It*
‘ness of time, it was carried out and acance work than at the North, and prohi-’ famous book was published. Rev. Thom-

MM. Prophecy of Zacharias. Luke X:67—79..
ir
Tr. Song of Moses. Ex.15:1-2L
:
". WW. ‘Song of David. Ps-98:1-9,
TT. Exhortation to praise God. Psall3:1—9.
¥. The Oath of God. Hebrews 6; 13—20.
#5.40:1—11: °
S. Isaiah prophesies of John,
+” Ps: 111: 1-10,
8. The Faithfylness of G

GOLDEN TEXT:

BY

denominations, on the broad

There are several reasons why the Womof Old
They were obliged. an’s Christian Temperance Union should
‘on those promises.
reteive warm sympathy and earnest coy
| to walk by faith far more than we are."—
from all who deplore the evils of.
operation
Ryle.
intemperance.
There is great need that
Turning
to
the’
child,
.
he
76-79.
some direction to those
from
come
help
of.
herald
the
as
greatness
his
of
speaks
battling this evil.
been
long
have
who
the Messiah. Prophet of the Highest. The

believers

Testament

PROPHECY OH ZACHARIAS.
;

WERT.

promises, and it is evident that the souls

(For Questions see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

SUAS
oy IA

their part of life's work. The. broaden- mirrors attracted much attention. Among manifested towardsus, The Lord our
ing of Christian charity and deepening of the number that paused to view them was God has led us. While we have brought
Christian love that have resulted from Quéen Victoria. He uncovered his head, | many trials and. difficulties upon ourthe mingling together of women. of "ail and saluted” her as respectfully as Jet selves, and God in his wisdom has’ per-

Communications!

* Libertyto

God."—Henry.

service of

>

)

T

A 1 Vi

“

Lb

CY
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.

ee

well

that it had always been
observe good speakers

as

he

could

you, but not a single thing

here

be moved an inch without my

must

consent.”

or

they

worse,.

made

by

the

their

world

existence,

teaching, ahd example?. Would

it

be an

boner, or disgrace, to be numbered

with

them?

them

If, to be identified with

his . custom to would be an honorable position, thenI
and to imitate ‘was blessed with that high honory! Yes;

only those who seemed {o speak the-most I was permitted by the grace of God, to
correctly. Said the Archbighop, “It is be one of that happy group. If we study
astonishing! Is it possible that you were
brought up ignorant of religion? llow
did you attain to the knowledge . of

those men in their life-work, we see a.
difference between the haracter of that
work, and that presente
by an’ equal

Christ?”

number of infidels, - rumsellers,

He said, in reply, that his poor

slave-mother taught.him to say the Lord's

prayer, though he did not

then know

truly how to pray. *‘ And how were you
led to a better knowledge of the Saviour.”

He

answered, ‘By hearing

pel preached.”

The

the

gos-

Archbishop

then

asked him to repeat the téxf,

and

relate

all the circumstances. He did so, repeating, ** He by the grace of God tasted
death for every msn.” *‘A beautiful text
was that,” said the Archbishop, and was
so affected by the simple

shed tears freely.

As

story,

Uncle

to depart he followed him

he

Tom: rose

to the door,

and begged of him, if ever

England againto call and

that

he

came

see him,

to

and

All these things are under ‘my ‘shaking hands affectionately with him
You can exhibit what belongs

veterans ? Have
better,

while the tears trembl®1

in his eyes, he

put five gold sovereigns into his hand and

and

in-

triguing politicians. ~The lives of those
devoted men have been those of self-denial, fervent prayer, cross-bearing, labo-"
rious work in the Master's service, travel-

ing in cold

storms

und

excessive

heat:

to preach Christ and him crucified to
dying sinners, and praying them in
Christ's st®ad, to be reconciled to God.
Has all this accomplished any good, or
‘has it degenerated the. world and made it

worse ?

*
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If we study them in the principles and
doctrines they have taught, shall we findthat society hus been benelited, or injured
by their teaching? Had they inculcated

the same principles that Tom Payne and
Robert Ingersoll have labored so hard to
‘teach, would their adherents

better men, or would they

have

been

have sunken

bade him adieu.
knowledge on fit occasions, letting our influence, when théy learn the danger of Uncle Tom thought,
lower in the scale of moral degradation?
If this Yankee
ji
Ee fh
—
shine, not obtrusively, but where it continually dosing little children with allight
Tt has been the life work of these men of
70.
wants to retain my furniture,” the world.
A
RETROSPEQT.
do the most gond ; by wise methods,
may
God to preach the blessed gospel in all
God
learn
they
inspired.
when
is
ns,
preparatio
Testament
_coholic
The Old
shall knowto whom it belongs ;?. so earits departments, as they received it from
La
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BY REV. W. H.
The taking care fo say what we have to say. in that it is safer to put particles of poison ly in the morning he hires a painter to
x spake through holy men of old.
the deepest
make
to
d
This gospel has
calculate
manner
a
divine Master.
‘the
flavor
to
than
Christ
of
food
in their children’s
paint in good large white letters on the
"" voice of prophets beganto speak
“ At the closeof the forty yeurs jourhey
a
in
and
n,
the lost,
impressio
redeemed
enduring
most
their most delicious delicacies with wine top of his boards, ** This is the product of in the wilderness Moses said to the reformed the vicious,
very early. See Gen. 3:15. From this and.
those
repel
not
may
delivered
we
hat
home,
his
spirit,t
to
alien
the
humble
restored
or brandy, thé ranks’ that yearly march the industry of a fugitive slave from the Israelites, ¢* Thou shalt remember all the
time to that of Malachi, about 400 years
we would benefit, by anything
whom
graves will not fill up, United States, whose residence is. Dawn, way the Lord thy God hath led thee.” It the convicted sinner from his oppressive
before Christ,he is the theme of prophecy.
and the to the drunkards’
modesty
taste,
good
to
the drunkard and procontrary
may
whole,
a
as
ation}
:
rapidly.
so
‘The Jewish dispens
Canada.”
When, the superintendent was peculiarly fitting for them to do this. burden, reformed
Christ.
of
ness
gentle
turned the house of
has
be regarded as predicting Christ. It
Because of the urgent need of help in. | came round he found him at his post.” He And such a retrospect is equally good for fane swearer,
laws which should
hate
and
‘contention
into the house of
There
are
five
simple
r,
passove
“was full+of types, such as the
of advancing the temperance reform, be- gazed in astonishment, while his face us. Like the Israelites, we may somein the communication
be observed
prayer and praise, has put into the soul
brazthe
s,
sacrifice
daily
the manna, the
cause women hold such positions in the gathered ‘blackness. *‘ Look here, sir,” Fa glance through a long period, while of 4 dying man, loy and peace, and a
knowledge:
1. Accuracy ;' seeking always to state church and home ag give them especial said he, * what under heaven have you at others a shorter space may occupy hope of immortal glory beyond the grave.
’_ .en Serpent, and others, all of which were
oa
things just as they are, that, acquiringa power as ‘helpers, and because God in an got up there?” ++ 0, that 1s only's litle] our attention. While such a retrospect is. Is all this to be considered as vain super- ~ prophetic of Christ.
reputation for , accuracy, we may be de- especial and marked manner has blessed ‘information to let people know who. I seldom if ever out. of place, there are { stition, or is it so much blessed gainto a
mind
had-in
y
71. Zacharias probabl
| fallen world ?. These noble veterans of
pended
upon. ‘He is a wise man who
‘the deliverance of his pation from ‘the’ speaks with; caution, and who seeks above this movement from the beginning, there am.” + But don’t you know better than seasons when it is peculiarly appropriate, the cross have almost finished their work,
should be a large influx of workers into that? Do you suppose I am going to and it is so atthe end, or (at the com- will soon lay off their: armor, and put
power of the Romans, but his words ad- everything else absolute truthfulness:
“their mantles upon the shoulders of their
2, Anal 918; b which knowledge shall the ranks ofthe
Woman's Christian "I'em- have that insult up there?” The specta- mencement
mit of a higher application, and foretell
of a year.
:
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)
comprefacilitating.
of God! They
order,
ue
'be
|
put
in
te
complé
and
Christ
of
perance Union.” There are, without tors ‘chuckled with suppressed delight ‘ "Probably when we look back, the first successors. Noble men “victories
the final triumph
when
hension on the part of those who are
have acheived glorious
unthe
be
will
us
dedifferent
why
reasons
good
doubt,
deliverance of the believer from sin.
strike
“which only added fuel to the fire; and he things that will
énabling them also to’ reand vain philosophy have
and
reason
hpman
aught,
the
© 72. ‘God would show mercy to
member what has been given them, in a nominations should exist, but there is no said: ‘“ Well, sir, do you suppose that I pleasant circumstances that have occurred demonstrated their impotent weakness,
patriarchs in keeping his covenant with natural and systematic manner,
Christian women brought that stuff across the Atlantic for: tous. We have had many disappoint- and retired from the field. As bright
why
reason
good
matter
much
putting
;
ation
in the moral heavens, their
descend
Condens
their
3.
to
mercy
showing
and
them
throughout the land ‘should not join heart nothing?” ¢‘ I have never asked you to ments. Some of our cherished plans constellations
compass, that the thought may
light will shine after the lamp of life has
to
‘us
to
_gnts.” Perform the mercy. Manifest into smallrather
appeared
platform
the
for
work,
this
in
hand
and
what
and
failed,
-bring
it
for
nothing.
Iam
ready
to
pay
have
than the manner of exone out. They have lived in the transimpress
is broad enough to hold all who are fol- you, and have been from the. beginning,” be teasonable expectations have not been ition age of, the denomination. They
or fulfill the gracious purposes of God to pression.
man. * The word promised was supplied
4. Simplicity; reducing all truth to its Jowers of the Lord. In fact, all who can said Uncle Tom.
‘¢ Well, sir, you may realized. We have had numerous trials. commenced preaching without the college
in the English version, - because ,of the plainest form, that, if possible, even a work with an organization that makes take it away and carry - it where you
these have been of various kinds,’ and the seminary, but have always been
5
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than both.—D. Brown.

Parenthetical. As he (God) spake.

difficulty involved in the thought of show-

‘
:

jpg mercy to those ‘already dead.
the thought is

The

poetic.

pious

But

Jews

child may comprehend it. Stating i:
thing ut a time, making. that one thin
other knowlr
more emphatic, and using
edge as surbordinate to its

are wel- :
the Christian element :prominent
ha
‘
- i

pomed.

:

©
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The historyof the work has shown
5. Illustration ; teaching oar pupils ofe that while giving, these women have
known, the invisibl
* and, even though deéad and living with the’ inknown by thetheremote
been blessed in" receiving... The amount
by. the ‘near,
by the visible,

-had wept over the decay of their nation,
God, the

fulfiliment of their hopgs

and

ni®rcy
wishes mightbe called showing
EL
toward them."—Schaff.
74,75. The chief . purpose of ‘our re:
demption by Christ is that we may serve
. him in holiness and righteousness,in his
‘* The great - design of gospel

the obscure by the familiar.

In communicating knowledge

of culture of heart and brain acquired by

we ap- ‘those who bave given mach time to this

proach the true feaching. power when we
the acquisition of
‘truth on their own account, leading them
to help themselves to thé knowledge

‘direct our pupils in
which

we protier, and not

them

making

passive recipients of knowledge which
to
but
from;
us
thrust upen them, or by wh ch we fill
arge
‘we
disch
to
not
is,
grace
uan.

sight.

etigage us to, and encourage us In the4)
g

x
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natn

™

them.—Dr,

Vincent

in

The

Chataugq

work can not be estimated.
ery that they

cute in different departments of this work
for the Master hing been a new, revelation
to'some of the busy women, who had
thought they were already quietly doing
h]

ds

foi

The discov:

‘an speak or plan ‘or exe-

RA

‘And

learning at the feetof the heavenly Mas- .
“Fhe: rejoice that they have lived to
ter.
you wanted it very much, I will not dis-. by ourselves.
And perhaps. death has welcome so many young men from our
turb it. You can have it now.” ¢ No entered our own circle, and dearly loved institutions of learning who are now
.
sir, take it away!”
‘I heg. your par- ones may have. been removed from us. ornaments in the ministry and the church.
to
lived
have
they
that
rejoice
also
They
don, sir; when I'wanted to remove it, And if we are Christians, then we have
the downfall of American slabyou would not allow it; and now, for all had obstaclesin our Christian course, we witness
very and hearthe notes “efemancipation .
of me, it shall remain.” The crowd ‘have had unpleasant duties to perform, and freedom sounding over the hill-tops
around ‘seemed much + amused. Next we have/had repeated temptations ; and wé and valleys of this great republic. Asa
no expectaday, the boards were: removed to- {heir have sins and the neglect of opportunities group of ministers we have again
in’ this
please.”

He rejoined,

“O,

I think, as

proper place with no charge for their re-

moval, or for faking the lumber
the Atlantic.

'~

:

hele

across
/

- Uncle Tom and his large black walnut

many of them only known to or realized

to regret.

Ec

*

.| tron that we shall ever-meet

i

While such a course of thought may be
profitable to ps, we should not forget the

fact that goodness ‘and love hive

been

world, but over the river onthe shining

shore we expect to meet and sing in the
oo
x
New Jerusalem.
;
Varysburg, N. Y. °
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which Christianity makes to my intelli-

geneeis irresistible.
:
3. Christiani¥jris adapted to meet

The wind may rend the mighty oak
+ Upon the mountain side;

Yet not too rudely touch the flowers
i
That in the forest hide.

While God doth bow the stubborn heart

With threatenings from above,
“i The meek and lowly” only feel:
The breathings of his love.

childrei

is «+ able to save them to the uttermost
“who come pnto God ‘by him.” Many if-.
stances of his work in this particular

ny

of duily occurrence and come

are

‘the soul as well,

:

Svery house
ractive, interesting:
i,
Fully endorsed

:

_&

the
lleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over all other remedies of
kind, for

i:

between

the man

among us who is a devout Christian

ness, and high
ends in living, the
same question arises. I§’iL not then safe
to conclude that there’is something in the

religion of Christ which lifts both man
and the nation to the true plane of being
.and action? That tree is good which
produces good fruit, ‘and that tree is the
best which produces the best fruit.
2. Christianity. commends itself to the
—-., highest and beét intelligence.
- Iu
who

is

eternal,

self-existent, universal in power
telligence, and the Creator

and

in-

and Sustainer

It represents him as see-

ing ull and as cognizant of the wants of
all, a God who is love and manifests this
attribute, embracing mercy and justice in
all his dealings with his ceeatures. It is
only the foul who *‘hath said in his heart,
There is no God ;” while the idols of the

. heathen ** are silver and gold, the works
" of men’s hands.” Both their conception
of their gods and the worship which they
render to them are degrading.
But the
. God of the Christian claims and receives
love. Contemplation of hint and the homage rendered to him are in the highest
sense elevating. (2) Christianity teachces of Christ,
the God-man. ‘And the Word

" w3s made flesh and dwelt among us.”

It

informs of God's love, great and even

in-

finite, manifest through bim, and how it
became possible, by means of his life,
sufferings and death, for * he lived our
example and died our’ sacrifice,” and
through his teachings, for ** he taught as
one having authority,” for the chasm between

the

Creator-

and

the

may

joy

person of Jesus need not

be

ignorant

Evidence of this kind

is

and

those

of

its

choicest

followed

1

a

Si

won-

teaches of the new ljie of faith, hope and

love begotten in the heart through the
agency of the Holy Spirit. The spirituality of that life,
change

the

of which it is

great

and

radical

expressive

and

its

:

Tolles Noap.(3

to.

our

{fulfill-* admit who attended

at-

ages roll on, 80 that the
Ezekiel, Daniel and oth-

. &18 never spoke more loudly than to-day.

There are the ordinances and the institutions of Christianity, such ag its baptism,
its sacrament, its chronology, its sacred

days and Inwrought plaes mn “civil gov| érnm nts, the existence of which can not

be accounted for it the system ‘is hitori-

cally false. If 1 deny the tacts of Christianity then must I deny als, the leading
facts of general history, otherwise I can
not be consistent, Did Jesus Christ not

live, then did not Alexander, Cosar, and

even Napoleon Bonaparte,
(5) When
I examine the ordinances o -Christianity,

baptism and the Lord's Supper, in

refer

enceto their significance, I tind them to
. be simple, appropriate and significant,
and suitable mall

things:

to. belong

to

such a systew as Christianity in other re¥pects commends itself to be. (6) Moreover, I tind umang those who ombrace
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cause of the success
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addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

tianity, -asit were,

Japan, Turkey, those parts of “Africa and

THE YEAR.

those isles of the sea which were recently
closed to civilization, and those portions
of our own land which have been compelled to admit the seeker after wealth
among their.savage inhabitants, all testi-

What a turmoil of thotight, and feeling,
and purpose there is at such a time" asBy

i: this..

Tise old year is gone.

call its experierices.

How we re-

The joys, the trials,

the hopes, the disappointments,

the reso-

© lutions, the failures, the pleasure and

the,

sorrow—how it all comes upas we look
back over the months, Where are the
loved ones that were with us a year ago?
EL)

the most diabolical:

means of hindering and counteracting the
progress of evangelization. India, China,

iro

BEGINNING

precede

civilization should

thus share in the reward of a larger work methods, some of which there is good
than though left to bare individual activi- reason to believe would be denounced by
| oy REST
Re
a
the promoters themselves but for. the
Y epBeially is this true . of the Christian fact that they are sanctified (?) to a* holy
pastor.
‘He works hard, studies closely,
purpose. All the protestations that have
preaches with his might, “visits in his been made by the religious press, and by
parish, multiplies meetings, wears out, some fearless ministers, against zhis- cus- |
it may be, in the “service—and still the tom seem to have had no effect “upon the
fruits are far from being satisfactory.
general practice. The Zion's Herald finds
There is something more needed. Let it necessary to speak oiit plainly upon the
him or, ganize/ the forces at his command.
subject, and does so without wincing :
Multiply himself by setting everyifody at
Fow of Satan's devices dre so seductive
work.' Turn the church into a bee-hive. ia (hose which tempt» good men to do
Let everything hum with activity—and doubtful and evil deeds for pious ends.
The use of grab-bags, raflling, and other
then he will accomplish, through others, modes
of gambling at church - fairs, and
“what would be impossible for him to-do the getting
up-of amateur theatrieal performances and comic concerts as ‘means
by himself alone.
This same’ principle is equally apphica- ‘of increasing church funds, may be cited
ble to the matter of benevolencé. The as examples of doing evil that good may
come.
They corrupt young minds by:
pastor is supposed not to have much to ‘drawing them away from God, and awakgive. Perhaps very. little’ in his awn’ ening in them a passion for practices and
right. And yet it is not difficult for him amusements which are. extinguishers of
to become a sort of millionaire in geuer- : piety. When church officers » and repre-

Christianity,

Why should such pain and loss have
come to us, while only ease and gain
have seemed to be our neighbor's lot ?

fy to the sad effects of

sin

and vice

osity. Lethim greach benevolence, introduce wherever he goes thé system of
regular giving, and he will be sarprised

that

have been not remotely connected with
the habits and influepce of enlightened
men.
;
L
Commercial Saterpriges, exploring expeditions and fortune-seeking adventurers
uncivilized or half"| among barbaric,

at his own success.

men

«here iis not so much

oI has come to suchy a pass that a
newspaper can hardly speak a favorable

word for any Railway line

suspicion being harbored,in certain

name

to its ‘name:

The name tells it out to thé world that we

like Hugh Latimer and Nickolas

sealed their devotion to that
blood......
We shall respect

their
opin-

ev angelical men in the old chureh, wé were
constantly placed in the attitude - of ’wombating.
those who were in the same Lousehold, we
have had enough of that sort of controversy
to last us Hirongh our lives.

Respect for the Dead, ©

ts
There is meinentum

in’ mind

- more favorable for an

ot
as well

questions.

not characterized by the same sanctifying

EY

wherever some

deemer and his gospe! as the message of’ ‘members, who have been active in consalvation
to men, we’ wish that you all ‘tributing to it, or who have been inactive
in allowing it, ‘must answer for it. If
.may find a happy new, year.
twenty men combine-ap nd pat a rope
S046
about an innocent man’s neck, and throw
it over the limb of a tree, each#man who

MODERN CIVILIZATION.
A variety of evils, attending the .intro-

pulls at the rate of the twentieth part of

duction of civilization into barbarous and

the weight of the victim is guilty, not

heash$n lands at the present day, suggests

a twentieth part, but of a

the inquiry, Is Christian principle bein
divorced ftom governmental policy in
these movements? This question-is suggested in an article, reprinted from the
Record, in a late number of the London
«Christian. The article is freighted with
startling facts concerning the opium trade
[in British Burmah, not the least striking

|

whole

of

murder,

and ought to. be punished just the same as
though he did it all himself. Corporatio;
as such, is a too indefinite and too evasive
a thing to be indicted, condemned and
hung.
“The principle - that obtains ini case ‘of
wrong done by a corporation, holds
equally good in ithe case of good .accom"of which is the statement, that the su- ‘plished in the same way.
Merit is not
perior system of education which now limited to what good one may do or wrong
-exists in that country is the direct product prevent independent of others, but ex-of the stimulus given to Burmese vices, tends also to what he may influence others
through a traffic which the British govern- to do, or prevent. This very much enment has fostered if it has not intro- larges one’s sphere of useful activity, and
duced.
The
annual income
derived: affords the oppprtunity of contributing
from opium and intoxicating drinksis very Targely to the benefit of mankind. %
stated to be 342,000 reals, and. one-sixA man of business capacity and enter_ teenth of this amount is appropriated for prise may be the means of promoting the
educational purposes.
But the worst prosperity and well-being of a whole
feature of this matter is the well-attested community for an indefinite period. of
faet that while the consumption of opium time. He becomes a manufacturer, for
increases rapidly, the interests of educa- instance; in erecting a building, in
tion decline. This is evidently the con- constructing and placing machinery,’
.sequence of that. The’ Buddhist creed scores of men’ are set to work on a living
strictly prohibits
the use of strong drink, compensation. Other scores, if not hunapn the provinee Of Aracan, prior to dreds, engage in producing the raw
the introduction of British rule, the pun- material for the fabric he proposes to
dshment for the use of opium was death. ' manufacture, and hundreds more’ find
The

habit

gener]

hag,

that

however,

‘regular employment as operatives, to say

80

of

nothing of those who are employed in

arrack and opium

transporting the products ofhis enterprise
ang distributing them among consumers.
In this way, what impetus is given to the
industries of whole communities, widely

‘thousands

, thousands now use

become

and

tens

where only one did. thirty-six years
ago.” |
]
The attendant vices and crimes are
also on the increase. Almost side by
side, in Old Aracan, there are a govern-

separate, it may be, and what a contribu-

tion to their material interests and welAment opium-farm and a government
fare.
;
“school, concerning whiféh ‘the Director of | Of all the mischievous and wicked dePablic Instruction 8ays,** The first thrives vices introduced into the political ' arena,
, as much as the other languishes.” It is none excel the more recent attempts to set
"not surprising, therefore, that the, article, in hostile array against each other, capital
referredto concludes with the deduction,
and labor, brains and muscle, planning
* that ** in one most important respect, the ‘and executing. If the attempt succeeds,
~ old Burmese rule with its atrocities, the all harmony in society is gone forever,
- «old Buddhistic

creed

with

its

and its trivialities, rose superior

industry will be materially checked, and

negations

our national prosperity

to any-

thing which England, professedly Chrission, has §substituted.”

reversed.
* But this

:

is

retarded; if nok

a, digression,

though

a

particular

individuals

present?

Of the 80,000 poor in

and public confidence in the military
academy there will not be restored while
the case is attended by

tainty.

so

much

uncer-

Whittgker claims that he is inno-

cent of having mutilated himself, and
that he did not write the note of warning

The

of’ the late

Chapin was always

Rev.

nor ‘despair,

kinds

im-

not be true;

‘and

whatever

may

be said thi

Rev. R. R. Meredith, who conducts a
mous weekly Sunday-school teachers’ meeting’
in Boston, has prepared a series
of notes

International

lessons for

There is not

this year,

which are issued quarterly in convenient pock-’

et size. Teachers will regard them with great
favor. Howard Gannett is the publisher, and
the price is $1 per year, or. 30-cts, per quarter.
According to Professor Flint, of Edinburgh,
there may he ‘* a divine call” to a good many
avocations besides the ministry.
‘In -an ad-

dress lately to his divinity class he said; “That

What

has

pre-eminently

marked

these poor people seems to be in thejr imprisonment. It is only when they get in-

Y. Observer, has been a set-buck

infidelity, a revival

Yo our prisons in England that we have
an opportunity to reach them with the

and

the

N.

any one time as to-day, and the bow:
ise was never brighter in the sky.”

——No phase of the public work ofusss
tian women in the interests of moral
form commends itself more to the sympa.
thy and support of the public, nor is, more
promising of good results than that which
is directed to the inculcation of principles
and the cultivation of habits of sobriety
and Purity in the young.‘ Therefore,
strikes

the

key-note

of. prom-

animity in placing Senator Blaine at thé. head
of the Department of State in General Garpredict

a

brilliant ‘and

successful administration of that

Department,

but there would be a wide-spread regret to see

‘Him vacate the seat in the Senate for which
"his ability and convictions and courage so
well fit him.
The Sunday School Times
is convinced
that the Sunday-school is one of the regular
services of the church, and that its hour of
meeting ought to be announced with the other

of

is well understood by ally why should

not

the

same be said of the “regular, braver evening

years henee, when she says that ‘The

16th of last March I was put in the
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have Yoon doing. effective work in this coub-
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This

own

risk and expense.

The third term of the

school closed the
month:
I have employed

24th

.

\

Referring to the Star Quarterly, Rev. J.
J. Hall writes as fotows :
I desire to express my appreciation of .
our new Quarterly. .1 believe it equal to:
anything published of its kind, and I
have carefully examined not a few.
I wish it success,
for 1 believe it meets

a .

long felt want,and that it needs only to be
seen and examined by our people to secure for it a large sale.

From the Pond’ Street Sunday-school,
Providence, R, I., which ‘has ordered 60
copies, a brother writes as follows :
1 am pleased that the Star Quarterly is a fact, and I rejoice that it
all we want in that form.

is just’

The same correspondent

call

about

attention

to Geikie's Life of Christ (American Book
Exchange, N. Y.—50 cents) as a desirable
aid in the study of the lessons for the first
h: alf of the years
§
veloee
|!

A QOard.

Oné little fact at least escaped the
of the busy reporters at the Weirs
.tennial.
We urge gratitude as our
excuse for offering, unasked, to
them.
A certain New

York Rev., as a

pens
Cen-.
only
assist

reward

oftrotlierly Thi|{iisitiveness, learned that
4

a medical missionary was ere-long to sail:
who had no means of determining exactly
the rapidity of her future patient's pulse.

‘We imagine the idea struck
absurdity, for not

many

him

hours

as

an

after

the

discovery he presented her the compliments of a score
of friends along with a

roll of bills with which she was to buy

Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 29,

« Ministers and Churches.
Eastern.

one of more than common interest. Rev, Messrs,
H. Small, W. Andrews and F. Tasker are in
the prime of" life and good workers, in the

Carley, about 80, is very

infirm

but little; I.-W, Moore, 78,

goes

and

gets

as

of

the present

principal

teacher

-

out

out some

in

|

about
has ‘a o-

cancer on his fice: Wm, Ford, nearly 68, has
paralyzed

limbs,

‘Rev.

1 Deering,

the

only

other preacher in the Q. M., ig quite active.
"The last sermon at the late session of the
Aroostook Quarterly Meeting was preached by
Miss Isadore A. Haynes, of the Ft. Fairfield
church; who has commenced holding meetings
of late, and promises to be a valuable accession

to our churches

and Quarterly

Meeting.....:

a graduate of Hillsdale college. Thus
far, he has given good satisfaction, and.
our prospects for the coming your are’
good,
At no period in the history of ‘the col- |
lege, have students shown more" interest
in the growth and prosperity of this

two hundred and fifty. persons.
Adjoining is
a smaller room 14x12" connectéd with the

college.

My health tailing, I had to seek
labor less laborious.

a field ofo

‘In June, - 1875, I re-

"moved to Alban :Ohio,and became pastor
of the F. B. churth there. In Jan.,1877,1
moved to Johnstown, Rock’ Co., Wis., a)

‘became the pastor of the Johnstown F.
ehurch.
Here I remained over two hi
§a

CHAE

—— —————

There is an increasing revival interest in the
Sprague’s Mills church.
The vestry of ‘the Free Baptist meetinghouse in Presque Isle, which was first used
Dec. 26, is a commodious, comfortable and
pleasant room thirty-six feet square, furnished
‘with settees and chairs which will seat about

bis,

~

-

z

“ors

The Star.r Quiiterly, :

lame and superannuated ; I. Blagden;
77, superannuated ; J. Young, about 74,

of teachers.

"They have given only one" entertainment

try during the last few months, have returned:
to their native countries, having increased thé
area and depth of interest in the gospel work
which ‘each: represents. Inthe case of M.
Reveillaud there: is shown what may be accomplished by a judicious use of time, for
while he was in this country, only eighty-one
days, he spoke in public sevenly-seven times,
3

:

Flemington, W. Va., Dec. 28, 1880.

the rooms and furnishing proper furniture

iE

RDA

I

warm weather, on crutches; W. S. Ginn, 75,
health very poor; Z. Moulton, about 75, very

Unfortunately this is hut acircumstanice : wholesome one. I.et us return to the boy, rough, unformed, ‘aggressive as he |
illustrative of‘a general truth. It is one’ point. But the good we may do, and the ‘is, hag the most infinite . possibilities, and | calting attention to the time and place of such- and have*realized over $33. Brethren,
study is'a pastor's duty.”
this, is uly Freewill Baptist mission
of the greatest of misfortunes and of dis- benefits we may confer, are. largely. en- these should be bejoed at Home hk fathér
Row: N. Sheshadet) the converted Bratmi
mip,

|

hdve labored,
D.-PowEeLL.

management of this. Iustitution, and at
once set about cleaning and whitewashing

‘others, for raising funds for ‘the

service, or ‘of the mid-week
rayer-meeting?
So long as social Bible study is*a people’s duty,

ere are none, ‘who may. find more Rr
_dze "any pagan people,
hat the mission-aries of the gospel are confronted by and it in the recognition of this principle,
awakening all the’ sensibilities and makare obliged to contend with sins and vices than the workers for Christ’ and his cause. ing a well- developed character”
. «avhich have, been introduced together ‘No one is 80 poor, or so weak, or so lim—iTE
perplexing
question, how to
with the. civilization of Christian nations, ited in influence, but that he' may employ
much moré formidable than the natural it in his Christian achievements, by in~ raisy. mftictisneeded funds for the prosecu‘ducing some additional work ‘in others,
tion of ¢hurch and Sunday- -school’ work,
pre
either by direct effort, orby g¥smple, and has led to the adoption of a variety’ of

those among whom
I
amn fraternally yours,

-

school. Last October, they ‘met and lurger by.double doors, :sintended for _prayerplanted over ‘#80 trees on the college meetings when but few are firesent and for a
‘Ladies’ Parlor. The room i completed, the
grounds; and at night, contributed over carpet being a gift from H. T. Frisbie, of
$16 to the college funds. A regular so- Houlton.
Adjoining this is another room
ciety has been formed of students and’ 12x20 intended to be used by the Ladies.

notices. “ If it be said that its hour of ‘meeting

success in a noble work, which will make
its power felt most effectively not many

the circumstances of the college. Hoping
a favorable response, especially from

cause of Christ. The aged ministers of the Q.
M. are in a feeble condition.”
Rev. E. Allen,
aged about 87, lies at the point of death;H. G.

in the college, Prof. 0. G. Augir, A. M.,

Under Mr. Blaine’s secretary-

ship one could safely

and for starv-

opening term. ~All this I did, at my

The Cabinet-makers sbéw considerable un-

field's Cabinet.

houses, lands and children;

ing out a pastor and killing the missionary spirit.
R.D.

done I canvassed the country forstadents,
and in ten days raised 38 students for thie

religion.

‘* The old truth,’ he says, * as it is in the
gospel message.
svery remarkable | Bible, the "strong Gospel of Jesus and his
that it should |be so, and that when they
Apostles, was never held by so many souls at

are sent to gaol in England they so frequently enter as Protestant prisoners, and
80 put themselves in the very hands of the
chaplain, who has an open Bible ready to
pour forth the water of life for them. And
they want cleansing, body and soul.

Lewiston,
Me. ; Rev. O. D. Patch, Marion, Ohi
ese brethren know me and

probably one case in a* thou-

and the employment

Christianity,

of evangelical

(the two latter are Trus-

eds of the college) ; Rev. E. N. Fernald,

Maine.
>
sand where money withheld from one
At the last session of the Prospect & Unity
good cause is given to another. Indeed,
universally the most ‘‘ saving” people are Q. M. a promising young man was set apart to
the least generous, and those who spend the gespel ministry, andit is hoped the Lord
freely for general purposes do the most is calling others to the work. A few mercy
for specific objects. A very little pious in- drops have fallen in the Q. M., and the yoice
struction may suffice for saving money for’ of converts is heard again. The Dec, session wag

The

of scientitic

of orthodox

invigoration

nor

| West Virginia College.

the year

the

sum,

©

man has a divine .call to any office or place
when,in an honest and conscientious application of his reason to all* the circumstances of
the case, he perceives that in that office or
place he can do mogt for God’s glory.”

just closed, according to Dr. Prime®jin

that

thus be Jnade more liberal. It is the disposition that is needed in Christian enterprise. And the plea for * saving” for
God ‘has been one of the most ridiculous
and fatal blunders ever honestly made
n-F. Baptist
works of benevolence.

is true, it will probably not be new.”

on the

furnish

Kdfser, W. Va,

*

After some de- .
fluence upon the feelings and hopes of, the much needed®vaich.
those . cor¥emplating missionary
work. ‘lay the watch has been purchased, hence
And the plea for putting it to some other she will be pleased to call it a. Christmas:
noble purpose is fallacious.
less will as well as a centenfiial present, and takes
be given for other purposes be
ns
to this means of thanking her friends for
NELLIE.M. PHILLIPS.
this, and those who withhold
Jwill ‘not their generosity.

Inthe Anti-slav-

new is now said on the subject, it will probably

—— WHILE 80 much is being heard about
the deplorable social and political condition of that wretched - people, the Irish
poor, the following remarks regarding
their moral condition, found in Mrs. Meredith’s ¢‘ Notes about’ Ireland and the
Irish,” in the London Christian, are of
special interest and significance. She
SRyS:
' The state of Ireland in its criminal circumstances is very deplorable. The Irish
race is still in peculiar darkness; and the |
English inhabitants of the isl d'bave not,
in-all the generations.that they have been
permifted to oceupy it, yet found out how
to let in the light of the “knowledge of the
glory of God, in the face of Jesus Christ,
t the sad souls that grope for happiness
in lawlessness. The Lord’s time to. call

Mrs. Livermore

_ Any funds which brethren or friends
may. chogse to send ws may be-forwarded
to, ** Rev:-D. Powell, Flemington, Taylor
Cox W.Va."
References: —Prof. R: Dunn;-Hillsdale,
Mich.; Rev. A. H. Morrell, Harper's
Ferry, W. Va.; JudgeJ. T. Hoke,

of religion ‘and

three hundred members who will desire
to pay one dollar each for sucha purpose,
might well inquire respecting the in-

The Christian Index shows its opinion “of
the stereotyped editorials on Christmas and
New Year's by remarking that ‘‘ if anything

er

not

hon-~

( ests of the school.

From time.immemorial, in all ‘na-

tion that can

ery struggle especially. he was a strong and
useful champion.
His funeral in New York
. last Thursday was largely attended.

posture and forgery, yet it'would be better that the truth be known, for the .truth
never hurts any but those who deserve to

more

I'give assurance that,

greafly encourage the students and friends
of the college here to labor for the inter-

thing more.
One-half cent per
mber
would purchase the monument for the
grave of Father Phillips, and a denomina-

E. H.

School

estly appropriated. Help at this time, will

and their friends. Those writers are not
of these. who would object to a_respectable monument, and-no one desires any

cast on the side of temper-

ance and himan freedom.

to determine the. facts, and while it will
be immeasurably worse
for him if he

be hurt.

influence

charts,

every thing will be judiciously and

founded, nor encouraging to missionaries

50.000 are

present all the facts.

which has been- charged to him. All he
asks if fair play. A court-martial ought
should now be proved guilty of both

London,

maps,

as in matter, that can not stop instantly.

tions, under all

withiout shelter.
Such facts force themselves
upon our holiday
cheer—and
nearer Tome
thar London, too.
‘Our crowded columns oblige us to abbreviate
much that goes into the department of denominational news this week, but we Have tried to

—Books,

The affection that moves strengly fdr a
friend in life will be .developed after

of

taker did not have fair play at West Point,

influ-

apparatus, beds or - bedding ; and

‘types of civilization, personal attachmeiits,

But referring to

educational

especially, nioney.

Not in muroruring

HEY

ence.
Whilst we are trying hard to build up
here, we need help from our brethren
{ abroad. {Who will send us a New Year's

the great Chicago, Rock Island and Pa- | social ‘sympathies and public respect
have been exhibited in° monumental ex_ ask’ themselves, out of the esd fis of "influences which prompted and surround our ministry settle, thie isatonce a revi- cific line between the East and far West,
‘pressions.
Some of the grandest works
ed
the
early
settlement
of
America,
when
val of missionary and educational inter- we can speak of its elegant-and almost
the old year, Happy | are we if we can
of
art
ever
seen
upon earth, and the most
self:sacrif
cing
men
and
women
for
Christ's
est?
The
contributions
begin
to
flow
at
unlimited
passenger
facilities,
of
the
nattruly feelithat God's hand is in it all,
substantial
wouks
of the ancients-now left
sake
dedicated
their-worldly
ambitions
to
once.
The
secret
of
it
is
not
difficult
of
ural
beauty
and
interest
of
the
country
working otit his purpo¥es, and making us
for the astonishment of passing generathe service of God. Instead of these pro- discovery.
*
through which the line extends, of its bethe instruments of his will. No true man
Pastors have been poiieularly spoken ing the ‘favorite route for the western tions, are of this kind. The writer once
or woman could ask for greatér honor gressive movements being consecrated
to
the
holy
purpose
of
enlightening
beof
in this connection, because they have- tourist, the sportsman in quest of rare + saw-amold Arab picking a little branch of
than to be so used.
doing
work game, the- adventurer seeking mineral’ the scattering, obscure flowers which in
And the new year is before us. How nighted humanity, they dre, too often, larger opportunities for
conceived
and
carried
out
with
covetous
through others
than
the generality ‘wealth, the emigrant looking for a new some of the valleys of the desert push
awe try to forecast its record. - What are |
motives
and
with
selfish
aims,
for
inof
Christians—and
yet
the
principle is ap- home, or the traveler engaged in the or- their beauties through the fruitless gravel,
to be our’ experiences as its months pass?
Where will we be at its close? How are | dividual or national aggrandizement and plicable to all. We speak of church work dinary pursuits of business or social life, and after carrying them for a long time
But so far as and add that the only favor ever received with great care hurry forward and scatter
dts changes to affect our homes, our busi. | regardless of either the spiritual or human and church achievement.
well-being
of
the
people
towards
whom
original
and
positive
effort
is concerned | or expected from the Road has been the them upon a desert grave, over which
ness, our friends, the enterprises in which
I
lit ds individual work
and individual prompt cash paymeiit.by its treasurer. for with tears and prayers he bent with ‘feelour hopes are centered? We resolve to they are directed.
-Since Christianity is a religion of the achievement. In the average church of the advertisement that has regularly iap- ings which are too. deep and sacred in
forsake the old bad ways, to leave the old
ia So
intelligence
as well as of the heart,its im- a hundred members there may not
‘peared in our columns. For safety, com- 1 'hunian nature to be ignored ot denied by
‘bad companions, to keep a sweeter spirit,
pression
upon
the
intelligence
of
the
uncihalfa
dozen
real
every-day
workers.
I
fort and rapid progress, this line offers sage or stvige.
«to be-more charitable, to live more for
These expressions may be extravagant,
‘others and less for self, to exalt principle vilized and the barbarian must necessarily might seem that were these to be taken to the western traveler facilities that are
80 may tthe bindings of a Bible, and bemade at the away the work would cease, And the exteiled by no other.
above policy, and piety above. a mere be tempered by the impressions
ERE aan
a
“
come just as good a reason for discarding
same time by other features of civilization.
church come to naught.
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seemed the dawning of better days for which
all are praying.
‘The preaching -by Revs.
Hutchins, Boyd and Butts was in the demonstration of the Spirit and of power. Rev. J.
Bo d, of the Maine State Mission, was present
is purposing to spend a few weeks laborpe inthe Q. M.
He commences a protracted
effort at Madison (Blackwell meeting-house),
Jan. 18t5:t0 continue a week _or more.
We
‘ask pray ers for Success,
>
Jas. P. Tonerry. Clerk.

very earnest, devoted and self-sacrificing sergood, the church coneluded to protract the | vant,and he is working hard for the salvation
of sinners.
meeting under the labors of #Bro. Donnocker|
Wisconsin.
”oh
and Bro. JWm., Peck......The 2d Woodhull
* «church at "Elk Creek is quite hopeful of being
The
Waumpun
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now without
:able to cancel
Bro. Bryant was with the
a heavy debt on their church - regular preaching.
_ .\ -edifice., Rev. S. Butler has the pastoral care | church three months, but has now left:
This}
of the church.
is animportant field, greatly in need of a setPe
tled pastor:.....The Winneconne church is
Pennsylvania.
also without a pastor-—an open fielll where
Rev. T.H. Drake has spent four weeks with
But
“the Lower Valley church in a series. of meet- our people are in the leading position...
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Opening sermon by Rev. F. L.’ Wiley, of Gilford .

collection was taken for their benefit,” amount-

At the Tuscarora Q. M. held at Adrian, Dec.
28-26, Rev. Geo. Donnocker, of the Erie Q.

About five years ago
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city of Murphysboro’. - This is the country
AN ONLY DAUGHTER
seat of Jackson Co., & town of some 3000. or
CURED OF CONSUMPTION.
4000 inhabitants, and growing very rapidly at

extent, The last two weeks of Dec. the meetings were held
at Houghtuiling* Hollow, and
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(Vt) Q.1 M., with the West Topeham
Jom

SENECA & HURON (09).Q. M.—Held
its
last session with the Bloom & Sciopio church,
Nov. 20, 21.
A. very good representation
from all ‘the churches in the Q. M. both by delegation and letter, and the interest in® Christian fellowship and worship, cordial and harmonious.
The entire services were condutcted
by our worthy Bro. J. C. Robinson,
we trust,
to good acceptance, to an intelligent and atten- |
tive audience.
A collection was taken on
Sabbath of $8.28:
Saturday evening was given
to the interests of Woman’s Missions, which
were presented with marked interest and “zeal
by the lady president, Sister Wm.
W. Eustman, whose heart seems to be filled with an
earnest desire to lead on the. noble band of
sisters in our Q. M. in the inspiring and glorious work,
AT I, the close (of Lhe exercise,

nished—except a "bell which the society expect
to place in the tower some time in the near
future. The church wag organized by the
present pastor, Rev. E. J. Doyle, about four
years ago, and looks out into the future with
ftrong
faith
and oconfidence...... Prof. R.
Duun, of Hillsdale, preached an able and instructive sermon
inthe .F. -B. church
at
express their
Capac, Dec. 19, to a large and" “attentive audAmesbury for ience. Rev, G. B. Cuttler is engaged ‘in a represents given vival meeting ut Bruce; prospects good... eve
| Rev. M. Doyle is dangerously sick at Marlott,

church by Bro. Deering are successful to some

P. SMITH,

the

with

J RosutoN
“Jan.
11-16. QM,

and Rev. J. D. Couliard to the Prospect Q.

is of brick, 50x32, well finished and dfeely fur-

The pastor of the Olneyville church and his
year and after preaching the gospel of Christ
family received frem their
friends during
for 60 years is now waiting the Master’s call
Christmas $35 in money and valuables.
They
to come up-higher.
are very grateful.
Twenty-five have been add:
Illinois.
ed to this church in the year 1880, 2 died, 1
The last session of Looney Spring Q. M. was
dismissed, 2 excluded;
net gain, 19.
protracted for one week,and four more addi“The pastor of the Park St. church; Provitions to the Looney Spring church was.the redence, issues a New
Year's greeting to his
sult......A revival was reported from Ora
people, from which we learn that in the last , church about a monthago, in which Bros.
. six years the interest account on the debt of Modglin and Linsey were engagéd- and which
the church has been reduced from $876 to $240;
resulted in five additions; since then Bros.W.
there is present spiritual prosperity, and enR. Wilson and Win. Bradley began a meeting
-couraging prospect.
with the same church, which, after four weeks
New York. Se
of hard work has just closed.
It was a most
Rev. A. E. Wilson has resigned the pastorate
precious
time;
twenty-five
more
souls
-of the North Seriba church, to take effect April
were converted, twenty-two of <whome. are
1st, and is at liberty to correspond with any candidates for baptism.
The brethren were_
i. church desiring his services.
The ehurch at
revived and strengthened, and much lasting
“North Seriba has extended a call to Rev. L. P.
good it is. hoped was accomplished. - The same
Bickford, of Westford, Ct. The church is in
a flourishing condition ‘and ready to co-operate brethren held 8 meeting a few days with Camp”
Creek churcli; one:was received into church
with the pastor in the good work of adv ancing
connection. They were to begin work there
-ithe cause of the Redeemer,
again on Dec. 26.
May the Lord bless them.
Rev. G. P. Linderman and wife return grate
«....:Rev, G. A. Gordon was called to the
ful acknowledgements for & donation of $125
Percy church; in Randglph Gos, a few weeks
from the good poople of Phenix, on Dec, 21st.
ago.
This church has been doing nothing for
Somesixtyof the friendsof Dea. N. H. Briggs
some time. The last regular c¢Hurch meeting
and wife, of the Franklin church, visited them
was very encouraging, one ‘was added to the
on the 10th anniversary of their Warrisge Dec.
church, and the prospects for the future are
15th. The occasion was a very enjoyable one
for all concerned. A fine, collection of pres. good. The reports. received from the entire
Q. M. are encouraging, and the outlookis
"“ents was left the host and hostess, amounting
to over $50......
The revival meetings being good. Rev. J. C. Gilliland, of Wayne Co. Q,
M. and Rev. .G. A. Gordon are holding a proheld under. the auspices of the
Franklin

M R Kenney—A
Notices.

(North Berwick), Feb. 2, 3

Thursday, 9 A. M.

was chosen Sloy ay

their new house to the worship of God Dec.
1$th.
Invocation and reading of Scriptures by
Rev. Geo. Sharp; prayer by Rev. L. C. Kerr;
‘sermon by Prof. R. Dunn, of Hillsdale; dedication®prayer by Rev. E, M. Correy, of Davison.
The tréasurer’s report showed the cost
of building and ‘furnishing to be $1600, the
amount.unpaid was $650.
The congregation
raised $450 on the spot, leaving a small debt
which will be provided for soon.
The house

Father Doyle

TE
narterly
eeting

J H Yeoman—J Yong
B

na
A. P. WHITNEY, Clerk.
*¢ Northwood Ridge =
sessio
With the Lincolnville church.
Owing
MASSACHUSETTS Q. ML to be held
with the
ME Smith Mouiltonboro
to disagreeable weather and traveling, the atWinter : 8t. -church, Haverhill, January 19, 20.
Order of exercises ;
DW NH
ls Beloit, Wis
tendance was small, but’ few of the churches
were represented ; and yet the blessed Saviour
Yencsdny S 5 M. oDeTstional services, led by 1 Elston N 0. ria
ev
ede!
930A. M
usiness.
TA. %
met us by his Bpirit, cheering and strengthen- | Paper
¢“ Newton O
2 P.
by A.C: Russell.
on
ing us for the duties of life, and we hope and
R
A. P. Tracy. 3 P..
A Friend Broadway 0 for
feel, that-the awakening spirit was present— ‘Prayer service, led by Rov.
Sermon, by Rev. G. S. Ricker: ** Christ our x. i
teacher at Harper's
80 that fasting good may be the result. Spite
le.” 4P.M. Business.
7:30 . M. Sermon | _ _ Ferry
inf ev. C. S. Perkins: ** Weak und sickly Chris- | W Va Asso W Va
Nova-Scotia FM Soc (for
*
tian, gause and cure.”

church, writes: -*< We dre.trying to win and.
save souls. Full house, god _Sabbath-school,

Sanalac county.

Bppoi
3
intents.

DansossyisiD (Me ) Q. x y at Si Limington,
.
iL
Feo: 1
S. HILTON, Clerk.” | nfiddle Carey Q M Kan'

prompt in finances, but not earnest enough in I'he following resolutions were adopted by A
Conference:
cand Ex-Governor Chendy, is almost 85 years’ spiritual’work,
We have put a new bell and * Resolved, The
spiritual
condition
of"
resides
now
old and still in good health. She
a new organ into oug church, at an expense of our Q. M. calls for co-operative effort between
The pastorof the church there
at Ashland.
$283.21, all paid down—our centennial offer-" our ministry and laity, both in gupplying our
destitute churches with pastors, to break to
was y recently thrown from his sleigh and had
ing. May the Lord give us spiritual prosperthem the bread of tife, and the consequent upa collar bone rokga- His pulpit is supplied
ity.”....Clyde church is doing well, with good
building of the Zion of our Gods
by Rev. C. D. Dudley.
Only $400 remains to, prospects of building them a chapel .in the
Resolved; In view of this great meed, and
be rhised to secure $1500 froth the estate of early spring. Bro. Roberts, a colored licensed. the condition of perishing souls around us,
we unitedly pledge ourselves to a new conthe late G. D. Vittum, which would give the | preacher, labors with thém a part.‘of the time.
secration to the work, and to labor more. earchurch there $4500,—enough to pay off ‘its Bro. Darling dividés. his Sabbaths between
nestly and more systematicall
for our own
small debt and put the parish affairs in excel|: (Oshtimo und Gliddenburgh churches.
salvation, and thut- of pretious souls in our
and that by prayer ‘and intercession, we
lent condition. .
’ The Van Buren (Mich.) Q. M. held its last ‘midst,
will _importune "the throne of grace for a
Rev. A. B. Drew and wife were cordially
session at Goble’s andit was a very good seacopious outpouring of the Spirit of our God,
remembered by their friends in Satton
in
to quicken and energize «the church militant,
son. The preaching wis practical and spiritual.
. December, gifts coming from the Good Temand bring sinners into the ark of safety.
Saturday evening the sisters beld a Woman's
A resolution was also passed of t aks to
plars, the church and .from other friends at
Mission meeting, which was very interesting.
our dear brétbren and sisters in, Christ, and
‘Christmas.
The gifts. were valuable and apvses<2 Bro. Drew is hard at work still, at Paw
belovéd friends for their hospitality and kindpropriate.
,
ness, and especially to our Methodist brethren
Paw expecting to see sinners saved during the
‘The religious work
that commenced about
for the use of their meeting-house.
winter...... Waverly is still without a pastor,
two ‘months
ago in Canaan results in’ much
Next session with the Washington* chyreh,
as Sister Barton is yet unable to resume her
commencing Feb. 18 and continuing ovet the.
good.
Sabbath, Dec. 26, was a day of rejoicloved and accustomed work. Here” isa good Sabbath."
J. CoLBY KNOWLTON, Clerk./ ing. There was a meeting in the morning for
field for some wide-awake, earnest; spiritual
prayer, after which Rev. A. E. Boynton bapRIPLEY (Ind.) Q. "M.—Held
its! Nov. sesman, and they are able to give a good support.
sion with tbe Zion church.
The churches
tized eleven happy converts.
In the evening
were all represented by delegates or-letters J
On the Christmas tree at Gobleyille. chiréh
thriteen received the right-hand of fellowship.
A low state of spiritual .incerest - prevails
.was a missionary box, in which~
gifts fg Jesus
Others are expected to go forward soon.
throughout the Q. M. A letter was_Teceived
were deposited to the amount of “$5.53.°.
4 frou tive Dearbdiird x M/ which * reported "a
;
Vermont.
Rev. E. O. Dickinson has resigned the; fue} (povival of religious interest in that Q. M. Rev.
Rev. D. I. Quint, of West Charleston, hos
torate of the Commerce church, to take effect D. A. Tucker; MeKee; Wm. Tucker and Bro.
‘been holding a series of meetings with his
G. W. Webster were appointed Cor. Mess: to
April 1st. During his four years of pastorate
church, assisted by Revs. A. H. Milliken, Q.
the DearbournQ. M. Rev. D. A. Tucker preached
there has been a net gain of 17 members, and
u doctrinal sermon
on
Saturday,
subject
Roys and'M. Atwood.
The church has been
the ¢hurch edifice has been thoroughly re‘ Immortality of the soul. ““ The meetings were
revived and encouraged, and some hopefully
not as well attended asithey wonld have been
paired inside and out.
This will. be a good
Bro. Quint is much esteemed by
if the weather bad been more favorable.
converted.
field for some enterprising man.
Address’ S.
* Next session with the Union church, coms
Jrogresy
in
still
is
his” PEOPIE. «sess The revival
H. Nicholson, Wixon, Mich.
jnencing Friday, Feb. 25, af 2 P. M.
in North Sheflield.
The F. B. church of Riley Center dedkedted
:
E.. WiLL AMS, Clerk.

Mrs. Abigail Cheney,

.

mother of “President

visited their pastor and his wife

amd

W Young—C C Yoiung—T B Young—Y MC Asso—

YORK Co. Q. M., withtthe Doughty's Falls church

3

:
meetings New Year’s Eve, and the pastor
* field, on Dec. 14, amounting to $40.
sends this appeal:
“Brethren, pray for us.”
Rev. J. S. Burgess, who supplies the ¥. B.
BOwDOIN (Me.) Q. M.—Held its last session
“
church®s at W. Poland and Oak Hill, has just
with the Pine St. church, Lewiston, Dec. 21—
—i
po.
taken collections in both of these churches, for
23. The active portion”oftlié' Q. M., assemba- |
ling with a live'church and pastor, produced a
the Me. State Home Mission Society, aggreg
Western.
very pleasant and
profitable
session.
The
ed fo
ting $12.71 These churches have decid
reports from the churches were very encour:
Ohio.
}
take quarterly collections for missions, in tle
.aging.
Pine St., Lewiston, Richmond Village,
pro-'
The Pleasant Grove and Clifton Avenue
North Leeds and Bowdoin’ churches reported
Tature, without expense to any one.....A
com=
will.
more,
churches
each
had
a
very
fine
Christmas
tree,
or
the
converting
power of the Spirit in-theirweek
a’
of
ng
tracted meéti
midst. Some reported fair progress, while oth.
Pofrom which the pastors, Rev. B. F...Zell and
mence T uesday evening, Jun. 4 at West
Rev.-C. A. Gleason, respectively, and their ers, their usual cold condition. The preaching
land.
during the session was excellent.
Dr. Bailey,
the
familes received many valuable presents, in- .of Cumberland Q. M., presented good Armind
resigne
has.
t
Crocket
D.
T.
Rev. C.
re|
cluding
$25
cash
to
the
former......Rev.
E.
S.
has
ian
doctrine
from
Rom.
9:18;
Rev.
J.
Hall *
He
.
pastorate ‘of the Canton church
Pimlot, of the Beech Grove church, is doing. a held up Jesus a8 a Saviour seen in prophecy,
. ceived a call to labor in the Aroostook Q.M.
history and experience; Rev. Thos: Spooner,
good™work for thegMaster.
....The Bridgton church is prospering under
of the Lisbon, N. H., Q. M., gave a word view
‘By
an
oversight
Rev.
"A.
H.
Whitaker
was
°
.
Foster,
W.
of
the destructibility of unbeliefand the power of
C.
the labors of Rev.
simple faith; Rev. L. W, Gowen, of Bates Theo.
made to appear in the Teper of Harmony Q.
The F. Baptist. church of Auburn is very
Sem,, presented in a clear and forcible manM. as clerk. o
‘their
fortunate in securing Rev. J. J. Hall as
ner, ‘the evidences of the divinity of Christ. as
Rev:
F-Ps
Boyntotihas.
removed
from
for
man.
right
the
be
to
seen before his incarnation, during his incarpastor. He seemed
nation and since his ascension;
Dr. Fullonton
Both pastor and church’are la- Auburn to Mantua, there being no parsonage
the people.
in his centennial address carried us pleasantly
at the former place.
He continues to preach
boring harmoniously together for a revival
back to the days of the fathers.
Ladies’ Misto the Auburn, Maple
Grove and Hiram
and the religious interest is quite encouraging,
sionary Society oeetipied a portion of the ses~
in
Rapids
churches,
and
at
present
is
preaching
on
going
is
t
sion.
© ......A good religious interes
Location of the next session left with B. M.
of at Mantua Station, ground formerly occupied
* the F. B. church at Lisbon under the labors
Edwards and ‘A. Libby.
by
F.
W.
Baptists.
On
the
I1th.inst.
a
large
School,
Theo.
the
in
t
stude
n,
A. T. Hillma
J. Q. Apawms, Clerk potem.’
number of the bFéthren and friends of Auburn
Lewiston.
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“« Yes, I know you are always as happy

Por.

"| as an_ angel,

a

——

dear Christ.

more about the

I would rather hear you tell

«¢ Yes, do, sister,” sgid Will, ¢¢ as Dora

Only for a moiitéht smiled,
"Toying with the pejirl=set blossom.

From the dear eyes falleth too,
Drop by drop in erystal beauty,
On my sheltering arms the dew.
For, you see, thé household pet
Did not note the briars set.

ination, and

mere

fiction!

Just

He wished

thiow-

Heavenly Father, as Jesus taught us, and

my brother, he formed the sky,

fair

*Neath her veil.” Now I will tell,
Tear wet darling, how it fell

air you breathe,
walk upon, your

That the rose was set with thorns;

soul ! and yet you ean hardly

She was briarless'at first,
‘So the quaint old legend telleth.

exists!” >

~~

the very

the very ground you
very body and your

believe

he

¢ Oh, yes, 1 do believe in, God, Gertie,

hersoft
h
white petal burst

i but

On the green spray, a child's hand
Might have grasped it like a wand.

I want to have

more

“ Yes, indeed you

faith. Jn Rim.”Rn

do,

and

you

must

pray for it, but doesn’t that seem hard
lL and ungrateful ? Just think ‘of ;going to

But the rose.tree drew $0 many,
Little childrencame, and men,
Arid the happy maiden loved it;
So the rose-tree angered when
Some feet trod, and some bands tore
Buds and blossoms that she wore.

ing and her pretty head bent, while her
mind travels in the past.
This

very

womenWvork,

evening,

while

the farmers

the

other

is

seated

wife

before her spinning-wheel, which does
not.turn. Her distaff remains loaded with’

the bit of thread hanging over her knees.

father, who provides us $0 many
| forts, and the money for our education,
aud prowises to supply us till we finish-it,
and getting down before him -and begging to let us have faith in him!
And
then we must go to ‘this great and holy
nd loving NE
Father and coldly
pk

v

saying anything; for he knéws
able, the means.

and the

time

must be

chosen.
Meanwhile, the family and
neighbors surround ‘him.
«Goodman

the

Prudence, a story, a story !m

The peasant’ smiles, and

casts

a side-

look toward Martha, still unoccupied.
“ Oh, don’t talk that way"
Gertie, T
. “¢That is to say, one must pay here for
one’s welcome,” he said. * Well then,
more evidence, something to. make a it shall ‘be done according to yeur wish,
more real.”
{By good folks. The last time I spoke to
- « Yon have the works of God, every- you of the old times when the Pagan
where to witness, and every child of God armies ravaged our mountains. That was
has the witness of the Holy Ghost in his a recital for men. To-day, I will speak,
heart, and then your have Moses and the if you please, for the women and the litProphets, and abo%e all the,.dear Christ tle children. All should have their “turn.
who did the works that #0 tian ever di Sf "We were occupied with César: We will
‘who taught the pure law of heaven, and pass, for the present, to Mother Vert-

Ks

Are aroundit thickly set.
One by one the wounding briars
So the heart within us throws,
Till a
ousand blistering needles

mu@
2

ke|the thorns on the rose
Wa
off friend as well as foe.
Watch thy heart, my durling, so.

had such wonderful love and pity for the
lost and suffering ; who ‘went from
to place and healed their

“That its pUFity'may guard it!

sick,

and

place
then

for these works was taken by that wicked
and ungrateful generation, and beaten and

Stronger than a coat of mail
Is that dewy holy whiteness
That no evil dare assail.
Sweet as rose without a thorn’
Is the hand that ne’ex
hath torn

spit upon and was made to weara robe of

mockery, and to have a thornbush bound
about his head, to have his body

Hand of love that came to prove it,

mangled

h on the cross; and even there in his dying

Little child, O, mayst thou be, 2

.

in

the world’s great thronging’ garden,
Like the blossom laden tree
Fer she set sharp thorns, so
Growing aint from self-made woe.

moments mocked and. abused and comI manded to come down from the cross, if

he was the Christ, and then they would
believe! Oh, how well it was for_them he

HAVE

did not theh descend from the cross!
Oh, how often are we like them, in our
carnal minds'seeking for a great sign,

:

d'Eaa.}

Every one burst into hearty laughter.
They arranged themselves quickly, and
Goodman Prudence resumed :—.
«This tale,

my

darlings, is not

one

of

those that are ‘left to nurses, and you
might read it in the almanac wit true
stories; for the adventure happened to
our grandmother Charlotte, whom William knew, and who was a woman of wonderful gourage..
.
had:
been
“ Grandmother * Charlotte
young, too, in her time,” which one had

—D.

time I will tell you, and stronger than fire, I could not suffice
would read the - New “for all the household work. Ah! why is
R. Locke, in the Boston Traveller. | Testament, and obtain’ this great gift of
the good fairy Vert-d'Eau no longer in
God, and then you would be able to tell the world, or why did they not ask her to

Family Cirle.
AFTER CHRISTMAS.
BY MRS.

L)E.
—

‘me, and all the world about it. ‘Out of the
mouths of babes
and sucklings

Zz

perfected praise.’”

.

/ Will; isn't it too bad,
just ready to enjoy myand must
ye

settle down to these dull old books just
like common! Our visitors have all gone
home, the parties and everything are all

over, and not another Christmas

for a

whole year! = That's just the way with
everything, there isn’t half ‘ as. much
pleasure in this’ world as work and
common-place times !”

« Well, I'wouldn’s fret; you can’t help

,

days,” quietly observed their elder sister
_ Gertrude, *“or It would a her longer.

and then it is a;gala-day at the farm, for
the cousin is the most ingenipus storyteller of the mountain. He knows ' bot

‘Christmas is to: celebrate the birth of our
King 4nd Redeemer, and ought our joy

ohly what'the

in, his coming to end with the day of his
among

fathiers

what the books say.

have

related, but

He,knows the ori-

gin of all the old dwellings, and the -his-

Suppose that he had really been
Redeemer,

us “at | tory of all the old families; he has

‘the last ChiriBtmas,' two Weeks ago, |
would not our joy, increase every day, at

learned the names of the great stones covered
with moss, which rise upon the hights

the knowledge of our King and “Suviour

like catumuns or like altars; heis, in short,

being among us, and of us, ‘aud our. very.

the tradition of he coutry aod its science.

ownp?”

|

»

i ‘He is, besides, its wisdom. ‘Hé has Jearned

10)

my I? said Dora with sletwing eyes, | fa read tn heacts, sud it is seldom
See af 1 could have him and Bold &hia and that he dops not, find out there the cause

é Yes, dear, it

+

world

should come out,—I from

hear

me,

perhaps

we

care,

and

my

Be

Er W foriedies Tor the “infirmities of the

body : the old peasant: knqwe some for
the failings of “the soul andy this. is why
the popular voice has
gf¥enAim the “re-

Always ; my heart glows at the thought,
for did you khow I bad Christ. born §in my:
+ soul & Fear ago this Sng and O, 5 ected

and their experience with

the Indians,

-

“«¢ Ah! Mother Vert-d'Eau,’ she cried,
I

ask- no" longer 'anything of Him w be
created the world!*.
¢ «I do better,’ answered oh :

the means to come out of jour trouble. )

‘“Ahl are
good

you

speaking

mother ?’ cried

seriously,

Charlotte,

who

at

could|

without their accusing
witcheraft, I am ‘going to order

them to muke himself small

\

hide

and

Dr.

them; but give them good direction, for
fear of their falling asleep. Never let
your fingers becouie idle, and the work at

on Green

drank, and

when

nothing

for

the children.
It was a good many years
‘when the
law gave power to bind out
children, and the overseer of the poor had
designs for this little. family.
When the:

absolutely

aos
poor
sach
chil-

night time

ranaway

land, in the

next

to a piéde of uncleaied

county,

which’ their

cating drink forms an interesting

work, original

to

she

has

transmitted

d'Eau’s workers to all the

Mother

father

of the

of the household are in the house-|
Good-

cast down

her eyes, and picked up her distaff. Will-

jam anf

his

cousin

The whole family,
the storg-telter's
divine
its meaning
plying its lesson
farmer's beautiful

exchanged

looks.

cheerfulness came back to her face; the
spinning-wheel turned quickly, and the
flax disappeared from.her distaff. :

of Revs.

Isaiuh

each of whom

has

It issentout

by

“ to the New England Passenger Agent,” who

STORY ‘OF A QUEEN.
| In Naples, the papers tell a very pretty
story of the Queen of Italy. It appears

must be a genial man, to attract such things to
him.

Littell's Living Age enters upon its one
bundred and forty-eighth volume in January.
Foreign periodical literature embraces more
and one of the gentlemen asked ga coun- thoroughly every year the work of the forétryman the way. The man, seeing the most writers in all departments of literature,
fine carriage and horses, and the servants’ gcience, politics and art; and Zhe Living Age,
| which gives in convenient form the best of this
livery, and all the gay company, thought literature, can therefore hardly fail to become
he was being fooled. ** As if you did | of fhiore and more value every yearto its
not know!” he said, with a big grin. The readers. The first weekly number of the new
Queen laughed, and assured him they year and new volume—a good one with which
were lost. Then only did the country- to begin a subscription—has the following

that, as she was driving to the royal wood
of Licalo, the coachman mistook the road,

out

the way,’

‘after which he walked off, as if fearing to

be laughed at again.
‘Give him twenty francs for his

trou-

appeared, and, recognizing the man,

himrto wait. - He informed the

‘his présdhce.

Queen

told

of

** Bring him here¥ by all

tis thou.

Thou art jusian angel. I did not tell
thee yesterday that I Had two little ones
withou} a mother. Wilt thou be their
niGther ?”
!

a

were

very short,

but

I thought I bad seen a fairy.

That I will,” said.the Queen.

+‘ Then there's the twenty
gavest me yesterday.

th These,” she said,

francs. thdu

I thank thee, bat-l |

want Bo “money.” And he went away,
Srying and'smiling like a-child,»_ ¥he Queén has advpted the" ‘two little
| ones, and they are in an institution under

are the Strongest

they will help you in all works,

give you in strength whaj they
skill.

These which

you

see

and

want

table of contents:

Village Life in New

Eng-

land, by a non-resident American, Contemporary Review; The Marshal
Duke of Sal

danha,

Quarterly Review; Lyme

Splinter of

Petritied

History,

in

ment the whole

page,

Regis; A

Cornhill;

strongly

new cover to our fancy.

My

EXACTLY .~—Why is the meat in your
sandwich like the large middle class of

commend

the

The copténts of . the

magazine were never better, and the annoince-

ments

for the”Boming year warranta most

attractive volume.

The subscription price .¥e-

mains at"§2 A, year—remarkably cheap for’ so,
really good and shituble » magazine for young
people.—Boston: D. Lothrop & Co.

‘The January number of the Art Amateur
can not do less than-belp to refine every home
where. it is received with any atfntion. The

designs for plaques, for painting on china and
for erybroidery ure exquisite,~not too elabor-

ate for amateurs, hor

‘80 common

as to be

lightly passed’ by. “The «pen-und-ink

:

5

¥ ick’s Floral ‘Guide easily leads the others
of its kind in the vlegance of its paaterial and
general make-up, and also in the” completeness

of its contents. The firm is an. old and established one, and the seeds, roots, bulbs and
cuttings sent out by itare favorites with gardeners. - The

Guide

for 1881 is a book

pagee, with one colored

of 120°

flower plate, and 600.

illustrations, with descriptions of the best
flowers and vegetables, and directions for
growing.
The price 'is.only 10cents.
It is
printed in English or Qermat, = Roshesier, N.

|

Y.: James Vick.

Gg

Feo

LITERARY

Ny

NOTES.

Mr. A. D. Anderson, author of * The Silver
Country,or The Great South-west,” has pre-

pared a brief narrative

of all

efforts since the

time of Cortez to effect inter-oceanic tramsit
across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.
The book
will be published at onde, by A. 8S. Barnes &

“Co, New, York.

:

designs

There is a universal desire

that Mr.

Lowell

should continue at the post which be has filled,
under difticult public circumstances “and stress

of domestic trouble’ with singular ability afd

general acceptance.

The

real truth is that

no

minister has ‘shown himself more

American

uncompromisingly American, winning, nevertheless, great popularity among the best Eng-

favorable reputa-

lish people, with a wide and

tion among all classes, and marked admiration
from officials for conspicuous ability in the
I hear
transaction of diplomatic ‘business.
numerous expressions of opinion of hig Fnglish friends and American alike deprecatinga

A

York Tribune.

change.—New

The Junuary number of Scribner's contains

an account of

thesims

new Horological

and methods

of

and Thermometrical

the

Bureau

recently established by the Winchester Observatory of Yale College, for careful personal inspection on the spot. This is the first bureau
of the Kind established in this country, and can
not fail to raise the standard of efeeltence in
both clocks, watches and. thermometers, The
curious machinery usedto correct watches to
the tenth of a second, together with some singular fucts in the behavior and habits of

ther-

? .

.

Agr

The Jonitary St.
New

gio

and

Mr.

Louis

C. Tiffany’s

recent

stained glass.

work in

.

The lute astronomer, Professor Watson, ‘had *
a remarkable memory.
Wherran undergraduatelLe used to memorize long passages of
Greek’iind Lavin authors, which he sometimes
im after years repeated to his friends with complete accuracy.

Mrs. Lydia Maria Child was a woman
modest good

taste

and

refinement.

Bhe

of
dis-

liked to be written about. Col. Higginson says :

“ When I wrote her biography for ¢ Eminent
Women

ofthe Age,”

she

deprecated all such

deprecated it, as she

personal

she always wished to keep her ‘personality

ob-

scure—but she accepted it as a necessary evil
and

was

glad it was no

worse.

She

herself

furnished thé list of her own writings for that
memoir; apd it is therefore the most aconrate
ever print2d, that of Allibone being .both inaccurate and incomplete, But she used.honestly to'say of herself that her work was too ephemerul, and she

herself too

ephemeral,

to

be

worth much consideration.”
Concerning a portrait of the

Eliot” Kate

Field ‘writeg

as

late ¢¢ George

follows

to the

Tribune: Several persons
have askéd me
whether there is any portrait of George Eliot

‘extant.

To the best of my

is but one, a crayon,

tho

Blackwoods,

of an

artist

knowledge there

ih

at

named

the

possession

Edinburgh,

the

Lawrence,

to

of

work
whom

Thackeray, I think; once sat,.and
who is
‘known in New York as baving executed
two capital likenesses of Professor and Mrs.
‘Botts.- While in Edinburgh several years ugo,.
+ visited the Blackwoods’ venerable book shop,

likeness of herself to be made, pubite:’ I be-

ot

eaioidr & Co.,

York) opens with a ‘Chringmas

story

by

Hope Ledyardy which i8 followed up: by page
after page of most entertaining reading. * Thd"
“y

on
(ay

| L

¥
-.

:
“al

\

<

delineation—for

from

dy

wv

interest to the reader. The same number also’
contains some account of Mr. John La Farge’s

E - | Mr. Bhckaond a
ng
larg
many
George Eliot would not-allow the crayon to:
f centers, —New: York: The Art-Amateur.
be photographed, nor ‘would . she permit any
gossip

~

mometers, makes the article of more than usual

forkettle-drum
ecards are ‘appropriate. and and” wus duly shown Mr, Blackwood’s office
amusing:
Sketches of Sura, ernhardy’s Jatest ‘upstairs, wherey overthe fire-place, hung this
sculpture are given, and i
several full
crayon of George Eliot. It ix. very like the
page i
o HisiateiBrignpy® belug great original, aud: 1 used all_my. powers ‘of

pondence brings news and

‘will

and ‘which

Musial Record.

the

the C., R. I. & P. Railway, from which he is
distributing gifts. The effect is pleasing, and
we trust will be profitable.
In the same line
| is a piece
of sheet music, which has real
merit as an artistic produgtion. It is dedicated

hdin
a

to point

and a

PCRS

silent, pondered upon
tale. Each sought to
wholly, and was apto himself; but the which Santa Claus ‘is represented as having
wife had already un-. taken possession of ‘an almost endless train on

derstood what was addressedto her, for

man condescend

* Illusions;”

“ Health Noi for Students” is a neat little
pocket pamphlet, condensed by Professor Burt
_G. Wilder from his course of six léctures on ~
hygiene delivered at Cornell University.
Itsembodies many ase ful suggestions respecting
choiceof room, food, clothing, ventilation, time
Mrs. Lizzie E. Cotton, of West Gorham,
and method of study, sleep, exercise, bathing,
Me., is the author of a pamphlet entitled Beecare of the eyes and, stimulants. He advises
keeping Jor Profit, which, she claims, sets
forth a new system ‘of bee-management. There
students to make breakfust their principal meal,
are any hints in the book asto the care of ~not.because the forenooy, is vsfially longer and
more fully’ occupied than thé" afternoon, but”
bees: and of the honey, and considvrable is said
iin favor of a hive which Mrs. C. claims to have because a hearty mjd- -day dinner is apt to ininvented.
Directions are given for the cire of capacitate ohe for both mental
and bodily
beés inthe winter, and of their treatment work during a large part of the afterfioon. He
each month of the year.
thinks that breakfast should always include
. oatmeal, mush or cracked wheat, with plenty
of ‘milk; and thatin placé of meat, at least for
The General Ticket and Passenger. Agent of an’ occasional change, two or three eggs are
“ The Great Chicago, Rock Island -& Pacific
desirable.
Railway ” is an indefatigable advertiser, and
Many Americans in London are inquiring
therefore a successful manager.
A unique
feature of that Kind of advertising is a Christ- with solicitude whether Gen. Garfield “intends
mas annual addressed to the young people, in to retain Mr. Lowell a8 ministerto England.

ous books of its class.

us

action, and make us greatly profit.
So
we have the habit of saying among us, that
ill the prosperity, all the joy, and all "the

blushed,

called

story.

made song and Bong: writing a study. Tts own
merit will secure’ita place amoung thé numer-

family, and that, if they stir ever so little
the small workmen betake themselves. to

|.welfare

}

United Brethren “Publishing House, Dayton,
ik
:
Vert- Gio.

among

women

and editorial,

Baltzell and E. S. Lorenz,

earn a dowry with which she was happily
married, and which helpei: her, bring up
eight children in. comfort’ and’ ‘honesty.
|. that

ducted periodieal,

Mrs.

i
as by magic.’
.
I
Bd
“The fairy had said truly jeand our
Gates Of Praise is the title of a new singing
grandmother, whe followed her advice, "4 -book for _use in the Sunday-school, praise sersucceeded not only in reestablishing the “vice, prayer meeting, ete. It represents the

Since then, there is a tradition

of Au-

*“ The Guif” and * In Memoriam,” besides a
variety of editorial matter, It is a well-con

Shoulders.”.
‘hie and

bad bought. Their struggles with poverty
and the inherited curse of nppetite. for intoxi-

done

business of the farm, but knew how

Bacon,” ¢ Scholar-

thorship,” ** The Poem Israfil,” poems entitled

by J. J. Pound,

dren found it out they determined te. run
away, 80 with the help of kind neighbors they
packed their few household things and in the

ness,—you will draw no advantage from

which you were frightened will be

Green

Green died-thepeitvas

*“ ¢ You know now. what a treasure you
possess,” answered Mother Vert-d’Eau.
¢ Everything will depend upon the use
you will make of ‘them. If you do not
know how to govern your little servants,
—if you let\them become torpid in le

.s¢ ¢ Better than that,’ answered Méther
Vert-d’Eau:
I ‘bring jou ten little
LY
workmen, who will carry out everything
that you-will wish to order them.’
‘ ‘ Where are teyp cried ‘the’ young,
‘girl.
Ar
a. You shall see them.’
“ The old woman partly opened her
cloak, aud let go out of i fon; dwarfs ‘of
7: »

articles on ** Sir Francis

: ship and Democracy,” ¢ The Rewards

GRAY HEADS ON GREEN SHOULDERS. Pr
marchyin honor of the President-elect, culled
** Signal” Story
fer Boys and Girls.
By
“ien.
Garfield’s March to the White House ”
"Mrs. Jane Eggleston Zunmerman.
Chicago
We have also an
Woman's Temperance'Publication Associa : (40 cts.), by C. Hauschild,
interesting: number of Ditson & Co.’s weekly
tion.
16mo. pp. 227.

‘ Phere’s Gray Heads

in

easy P’

wi. $¢.’Lhe fist two

The December number of the Bates Student
(Bates College,
Lewiston,
Me.)
containg,

A saying of Grandpa Gray about his son-in:
law Dr. Green’s children, “explains this title:

When this was done,—

once grew familiar. * Do you come to means,” was her answer.
‘give me a piece of your wand, with which
When the man was, for ‘the second
I shall be able to: make all my work time, befote the Queen, he said: * Yes,

utequalsize.’

matter for tha children, presént a variety that
will furnish Somes, agreeable for all tastes.

<

everyyou of |
each of

your ten fingers.”

“Jack-

From Ditson & Co. (Boston) we _have re-.
ceived specimens of sheet music for the month:
ably free "from the in:
and « objectionable “The old Love and the New?” (40 cts.), by
Frank Musgrave, his a fine picture title, and
features of many
frontier stories.
Charley
is a'good song, as is the sacred song by L.O.
disappears at just the right time to make the
Emerson, ** The Land of Light Afar” (30cts.),
boys who are interested in his fortune; look
and “* Waiting ” (35 cts: ), a first-class producanxiously for
the
appearance of another
tion by Blumenthal, with words by Helen volume, the promise of which is half given in
Burnside. With these comes also a new French
the preface.
.
2h
I quadrilie, ¢ Le Polo ” (60 cts. ); a bright galop

arms toward the fairy,—
and

Phantoms,” not to mention

‘inthe Pulpit’ and the afundance of jingling:

made

everything, suffice for everything, make
everything’ ready. - Astonished, she uttered'a great cry of joy, and, holding out her

¢lend me these ten brave workers,

Aristocrats Sailed:

cut

short by Charley’s sudden and
unaccountable disappearance in the night, during a
snow storm.
Given
in letters to "Arthur
Morecamp, author of
Live boys in Texas.”
Boston: Lee & Shepard,
16mo, pp. 363,

($1.25.)

¢ Fire Light

narrative

Such:a full compendiuta of the story is given
on the title page that . little remains to be said,
a sign, and the ten dwarfs sprung for- except the assurance -thut the story .in detail
eets the expectations raised by the first: page.
ward. - Charlotte saw them accomplish | 5
full enough of adventures to suit the most
one after the other the roughest and the Bhi boy; apd seemingly real enough to
most-delicate labors, adapt themselves tb: sufficiently disturb his drgams, and yet remarks

‘“ At these words, the old woman

name of G fan Prudence. follow them are ‘taller, more skilliul, soviety.? Don’t you sve that? Well, bepossess- | is is the first time sifice the, new Yyeur Lhey know how to milk, todraw the flax | cause it lies between the upper crust and
"es me, and itis Christmas always."
: ‘this he sppears at $Vening, and every- frm the distaff, ‘and they will apply. we unaer-bred. wl July,
he is mine; I possess him and ie )

or, The

A

4t work, and you will judge.’

Stir

be Christus’

: mas alway

could

me,

<BLACK HiLLs;

Gold: Hunters.

the

Away,” “Stories of Art and Artists” (by
M:s. Clement), *“ New Yeas Calls,” and the
frontispiece illustrating a little poem entitled

own language, describing their
during
a second trip over the
cattle track, their fortunes as
their life among the miners,

|

it. You can think about the pleasant
times these holidays, and look forward to
making happier ones next time,” was
‘Will's reply as he applied himself again, the other is only an a pearapce, but
to his apalysis.
3 “which iis revealed only in these hours.
¢ 1 am afraid Dora doesn’t think jos
Sometimes, Cousin Prudence comes to
\, tright about the pleasure of. these holi- shar® the evening in spite of the distance,

born, an infant

If she

THE

Fan Brigade,”, 8 How

——

*¢ What are yqu thinking of, Dora? You'
look as if you woulg cry if there were no

birth ?

my christening?

thou hast" and if she would help

ii

Holidayin Jamaica, Chambers’ Journal; The
ble,” said the Queen to one of her escort,
my father from his disquietude.’
« ¢< Be satisfied then, here I am! inter- who, going after the countryman, said, Photophone, . Spectator; Girl and ,Grandrupteda voice. And Charlotte saw be- ‘¢ Here, my man, is a little present from father, Temple Bar; 8ir Alexander Cockburn,
Spectator; Jewish Success and Failure, SpecMOTHER VERT-D’ EAU'S TEN WORE:
fore her Mother® Vert-d’Ean, who was the Queen of Jtaly, who thanks you.”
tator; and a variety of select poetry. For fiftyTRY,
hn
[looking at her, leaning upon her little
“The Queen!” cried the countryman,
two numbers of sixty-four large pages each
[From | Fireside Tale of Emilie Sounvestre, y
stick of holly.
‘returning to the carriage. ¢ Forgive me (or more than 8,300 pages a year), the subWinter evenings have begun at Will.
«¢ At firgt, the young girl
, was afraid, that I did not know thee. But-I had never scription price ($8) is low; while for $10.50
iam’s farm. , After the day’s work, the for the fairy wore clothing little ‘in fash- seen thee before. Thou art as beautiful ‘the publishers offer to send: any one of the
whole famil J gather around the hearth, jon in the country. She was wholly as a May rose.” God bless thee.” And American $4 monthliesor weeklies with Zhe
Living Age fora year, both postpaid. Littell |
.and LE
join them; for in those clothed in a frog’s skin, whose head serv- the carriage drove off.
& Co., Boston.
Solitary valleys of the Wosges, dwellings ed her for
a hood; and she was so very
Now, the countryman, who had once
—
are thinly scattered, and neighborhood ugly that with a million for a dowry she seen the Queen, wanted to see her pretty
Wide Awake begins the new year With a
could not have found a husband.
establishes a sort of kinship.
face again, and the following day pre: bran’ néw dress,type, cover and:all. The cover,
1t is there, around the fir-apple fire,
« However, Charlotte recovered her- ‘sented himself at the palace.
.
in delicate green=so delicate in fact that the’
that intimacies grow--up or increase. self pretty quickly, to ask Fairy Vert«['know her, you know,” he added
shade almost eludes an exact desgriptions pre:
The tireside’s gentle warmth, the joy of (’Eau, in a voice slightly trembling, but mysteriously.
“1 spoke to her yester- sents a marked contrast to the famniit rDrightmeeting again, the enthusiasm of speech, ‘very.polité, what she could do for her day, and I want to speak to her again.”
ness of the one that it supersedes, while its
quiet, subdued effect is much more in harmony
bring confidences; hearts open to each service.
|
+ Thinking he had to do with a madman,
other without heeding it, minds are-min-1{
“ ¢It is I'who come to put myself in the porter was about to have the poor with what we should wish were the tastes of
four merry wide-awake
gled in a thousand projects. One puts in yotird,’ answered the old wgman:. ‘I fellow arrested, when the very gentle- young iit
eyes peepiag
out from the parted curtains, and
common that inner life, without which heard your complaint, and “Fbriog you man who had given him the twenty francs the simple but appropriate designs that orna-

Grandview, lowa.

THORPE.

self; and here it is all over,

dR

who

gray locks and

diligent than the sun, quicker than water,

,

and

Boys IN

Young Texan

in Charley’s
adventures
great Texan
gold hunters,

‘will be ablé to do but little, except help
in general work as well as the last, whose
good-will twill be especially necessary
to esteem. All ten seem to-you,]l engage,
of small account; but you shall see. them

‘meeting ber chin; but those of her o Vi ("The young woman

And

Ghost witness.”
No sinning world too large for its embrace,
No.+hrinking, fearful, sin-vexed soul too fi *¢ When I have
small.
but I rather you

a girdle,

man Prudence had turned toward Martha.

hooked nose al

Live

heads. ~Here are two others, less learned,
who have a ring for

difficulty in believing, when one saw Si
her

Wier

theneedle, as the little copper thimble
proves with which I have covered their

keeper's ten fingers.”
While uttering these last words,

and forgetting that God is a .Spirit; and rage said thatno young girl had had a
must.be worshiped in spirit and in truth! better face, nor a temper more inclined to"
he said, Lord that I may receive my sight.
And
Jesus said unto him, Receive thy sight; thy faith hath
“But oh, what signs they had! three cheerfulness.
»
.
saved thee.”- Luke 18:41, 42,
| hoftrs of night in the middle “of the day,
¢¢
Unluckily,
Charlotte
remained
alone
/All blind 1 sit beside life’s dusty way, ,
+4
My bieart sealed o'er with self-fuvited sin; ; ‘thé Swrthquake, the dead rising and go- with ber father, at the head of a large
ing into the city and appearing to many, farm, more rented with debts than with
' O Jesus, help me! so I more than pray;
the vail of the temple was rent in twain, income ; so that work followed work, and
Tear off the world and let the love-light in.
from the top to the bottom!
I love to the poor girl, who was not made for so
Not like the man who for his outward sight think
that
then
the
Holy
Ghost
left the many cares, often fell into despair, and
‘Was bold the pitying Jesus to assail,
temple, that old * covenant temple, and | began to do nothing, so as to seek better
A sin-encrusetd soul begs for the light;
Hear, blessed Jesus, my despairing wail. tog: up his abodein the temple of the the means of doing everything.
hearts Jesus blood had cleans
Truly
«One day, then, as she was seated beSweet Saviour, give to me the living faith
oe
that
was
the
death
of
a
God,
t
h
e
freowill
fore the door, with both her hands under
‘Whose grasp alone thy promises can hold,
offering for our sins. Oh, what a salva- her apron, likea lady who has chilblains,
* The only shelter from offended wrath,
tion we have in Christ, and with what joy she began to ny to herself in a low
The pitying arms that can a sin enfold.
| we hail the anniversary of his birth, and tone :
* I care not,—take from me my mortal sight,
. *“¢« May God pardon me! The task
Shut out'from me the land, the skies, the sea, oh, may it be the birth of our hopes for
eternity !”
.
which has been given to me is not a
. But on my darkened soul, oh, shed the light
That gives a nearer, closer view of thee.
«¢ Oh, sister I did not know we had. 80. .Christian one; and it is a great pity that
many
things to test this gospel of Christ, 1 should alone be tormented, at my" age,
oh, give to me the faith fo trust that grace
but I want to know more about the Holy with so many cares! ven if I were more
‘Which, when ’tis trusted, fully saveth all!
“ What wilt thou that I shall do unto thee?

Their

brothers, whose tall hight youn [may re
mark, are especially skillful in managing

that ad- [Where

ask him to give us faith in him.”

¢¢ There’s.no rose, without a thorn,”
But it seems to me a heart
A
Might be kept without them, darling,
* Yet we see them daily start,
Little errors that so fret

themselves to all household works.

Goodman Prudence obseaved every thing | gite them to you.
Only, . as. you
from the corner of his eye, but without not carry them
about with you

.{ vice is like the bitter medicines that are
comgiven-tochildrengTo make them accept-

So she sent forth thorns ‘around her,
One by one, till she had thréwn
Prickly armor ’round her beauty;
And she grew faint making moan
For the feet thal used to tread,
She was ¢ lonely” so I read.

“ THOU SON of DAVID,
'
MERCY ON ME.”

| of everybody and everything.

young girls, laughing as they gathered
aside everything of God and let your im- flowers in the hedges, the Jong talks at
-i agination work, and -see-where-it-would the oven and the fountain. So very often
lead you!’ God is our father,
Our. does Martha remain with’her arms hang:

rose a snowy vesture,
nd
"Routhe
More than her sweet sisters. wear,’
Guard the dainty jeweled flower,

2

body at sight of him cried ouf with. joy.
They gave him the best place near the
hearth, the made a circle around him.
William ¢ somes, and sits down opposite.
Goodman Prudence inquired by turns

to know about the sowing, if the last
real. If I could believé with my whole" colt gained stretigth, and how- ‘the poultry
heart, I would give up anything, every- yard was going on. The farmer's. young
thing, and serve God!”
wife answered all without too much
‘“Believe- what; the Bible? = Why what eagerness, as if her mind was elsewhere;
else is there to believe?
Why my dear for handsome Martha thinks often of the
brother, there is no other truth in the uni- great village where she was brought up.
verse but God and his ‘Word! Every She regrets the dances under the elms,
other doctrine is the fruit of an evil imag- the long walks along the cornfields with

In the flower; but the child

5

you

says it is so hard for me to make it seem

&ame a sthall hand with a moss-rose
Veiled closely as a bride,
Pure and white, and in its leaflets
Jewels only night can hide
~

‘When

wish

it than read it, it seems so real.”

“$Y ADELAIDE STOU r.

re

and JX

would tell me something

rR

How THE THORNS CAME ON TEE
"ROSES.

‘Yet she sitteth ringer

Gertie,

“lieve ‘that She is the only ‘wominin the civilized
wurld who has neyer been photographed. We

aud futuré generitions
through
of

must

her immortal works,
:

’

see

her visage

{

a
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of the visigothic kingdom

and

the con-

quest of Spain by the Arabs.

"of action. They imply authority
lower motives and mediation

** Vascon-

them by

celas” is a story’ of DeSoto’s "expedition

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 5, 1881.

be compared with Cooper.

Br. Hopkins

causes of action.

' The compar-

them,

sometimes overwhelming,
but in character-

. the rank of picturesque American writers.
He was poet, novelist, and essayist, and
in each department he left valuable

‘But he excelled as-a

in interest of events, he fulls behind his
rival.
As ¢ Ivanhoe” surpasses the
¢ Last of the Burons,” so do ‘“the Pio-

con-

novel-

tributions.
neer,” and The lust of the Mohicans”
ist, and as a writer of imaginative and '| surpass *‘ Beauchampe,” and * Border
below

he falls only"

Beagles.”

Cooper and Brown among ‘the earlier

°

:

To the department of history” and bi-

American authors. In the South where

‘ography Simms

he was born and where he made his resi-

contributed

a

*¢ History

‘of South Carolina,” *‘ South Carolina in
dence for the greater part of his life, he the Revolution,” * The : American Loyalexerted no small influence in political {sts of the Revolutioriary Period,” and
and literary circles. He was the aithor the *“Lives of Marion, John Smith and
of

some

histories,

General Greene.”
Among his miscellaneous works are ** Views and Reviews in
American Literature” * Egeria, or Voices
of Thought and Council for the Woods

‘As a

_ vrhich it will be hard to ‘displace.

a ibird-rate scribbler,

poet he was-only

though some of his ballads will live as
long as Macaulays.
2

and Wayside,” and #Southward

Simms was born at Charleston, South
His mother
Carolina, April 17th, 1806.

He also‘arranged and

tion of the

died while he was an infant, and. his faafter, emigrated to the West, leaving him

and penurious

to the care of an aged

a sickly child,

He was

grandmother.

as his grandmother

and

necessary

annotated

dramas

an edi-

ascribed

Robbers,”

to

was published

the year of bis death. -

educa-

his

~ appropriations,

“The Swamp

the

withheld

seven

Ho!”

Shakespeare, but not included with the
ordinary edition published of his works,
‘under the title of ‘A supplement to
Shakespeare's “Plays.”
His last novel,

soon

failing

a’ merchant,

ther, who was

:

We havealluded to Mr. Simms’ poetry.

tional advantages were somewhat limited. His “love of books, industry, and

We do not consider him a great poet, but

he has written some very spirited poetry.
however, triMen rave . over Macaulay's “Lays of
At-the
._. umphed over every obstacle.
Ancient Rome,” and his ** Battle of Ivry :”
‘early age of seven, Pope-like, he ‘* lisped they are surpassed in energy of expression,
in numbers,” or, as we dre told, began:
4in dash and jingle of rhyme, in true
to write verses, and during the latter poetic fire, by not # few of Simms’ balpart of the second war with England, one
intellect,

endowed

richly

lads.

of the chief ‘émployments of his leisure
"hours was the composition of rhymes il-

" less and almost fatherless boy became

clerk in a drug store, where he remained

a

several years,
He devoted:
his sparey
hours to reading, and before he’ was
for the press

variety of subjects.

ona

great

At eighteen,

he

en-

tered a lawyer's office in Charleston, and

his

After a few months

Simms

that he had little taste for the preparation
real estate, and he therefore abandoned
law, and turned his peculiar training to
the uses of literature.
He became editor’

and proprietor of the Charleston City
_ Gazelle, a journal that he conducted ‘with
-gnterprise and spirit. But during the excitement attending the *‘ pullification”
measures of South Carolina and other
and 1832, Mr. Simms

he

published

the best

of

a

town

‘south-west

of

Charleston.

There he occupied
his time

with literary

and

rural

pursuits;

June

11th,

1870, in the

sixty-

was striking.

He stood about

high, and

carried

pride and

dignity.

six feet

himself with

much

= He

a -fair

was

of

complexion, had keen:

gray eyes, and

features indicative of a

blunt,

generous,

benevolent, and self: reliant character.

at

RE

h-—_~"Ye9fp x]

once procured his introduction to literary
Clee: It, is written in smooth blank

EVOLUTION V8." UPBUILDING—THE
PLAQE OF CONSCIENCE.
verse, intérspersed, with frequent lyrics,
Ex-President Mark Hopkins delivered
He now devoted himself entirely ta lit- the regular Monday lecture on Dec. 27th
erature, and for twenty-five years he ex ot'the ahove topics. The following abstract
‘hibited remarkable fertility of imagina- is from the report of the Boston Addertiser.
tion and industry, sending forth in rapid Like the founder of the Monday rly

succession

the productions

ship, he spoke in the

of his pen.

form’

of a prelude

and
lecture proper;
his prelude ocHis first tale, ‘¢* Martin Faber,” writ- cupied forty minutes and- the lecture
ten in the
intense, passionate style, . overran the hour.
The . subject of the
«which secured at once public, atten- prelude was the question, Upbuilding
tion, was
published in 1833.
More versus Development. . He considered the
three ways. current. of designating the
“than
twenty-five
novels,
two
dra- different “processes
of progress—devel«mas, two histories, three biographies and: opmentor evolution,
growth, up-buildsix volumes of poetry, besides unclassi- ing. He refuted Spencer’s theory of evfied works apd numerous contributions to: olution, because that development strictly pre-supposes a whole which is envel_peri6dical literature, were the production oped and is enlargedor tinfolded by a
of his genius and his industry - from that process from within, while Spencer's
year-to the time of his death.
’
theory éxcludes the idea of any whole as
Again,. in
We can only glance at a few of the applicable to the process.
most noteworthy of these numerous pro- growth there is nothing to indicate what
ductions. Some of them are works cf rare the outcome is to be.. Finally, Dr. Hopkins ‘introduced his theory o& thé supremerit, works of important information, macy of the
conditioned over
the
works that will live. Coopér’s “Leather unconditioned.
Nature as it
really
-stocking Tales” will be read when (he In appears hie represented on the black_dians are indeed a vanished race, and we board; not asa pyramid with continuous sides, but as an upbuilding in which
may be quite sure that the Revolutionar
there are brooks so great that what is
stories of Simms,
‘The Partisan,” above could not have come from what is
** Mellichampe,” * Woodcraft,”
** The below without the intervention of an outAt the basis of the structure
Forayers,” and its sequel ‘¢ Eutaw,” will fide power.
he
put
gravitation,
npon which are super81veas great interest to our descendants

a8 they did to our fathers when

the -‘vol-

umes first appeared. As a writer of prose
romance he will always be best ‘known.
No author has drawn more from

local

or

revolutionary history for his subjects and

illustrations.

In ‘The Partisan” we see

the lithe, active Marion face to face, and
live over again those wild romantic days

when the patriot lead’ chgsed British
‘dragoons through the swamps.of Carolina.

4

His other Revolutionary govels have

the same strong local coloring.
Some of his historical

ti

romances

are

. quite-as readable, though they are not as

~ Popular

to-dyy

as

unity

and

and

his ‘Revolutionary

“posed

in”

tarn,

-cohesion,

chemical

affinity, the vegetable world,

the

animal

world,and man. At évery new step there
must have been a supervising agency to induce the superior force and to modulate it
with the force below. Ever:

hougg is build-

ed by some man; and,” he that builded
all things is, God.
i
Dr. E opkins interwove his lecture ‘with
the prelude, so that it" was not wholly
distinct, though it bad a separate subject;

** The Place of Conscience.”
was made, said he, $1’ work
ing on the

that man

part of God

After ‘man
of upbuild-

ceased, but

might take it up

set before him.

only

én the nyodel

According to the

theory

of the development of the world, the
lower powers are made in subjection to

the higher. Of human powers the appe-

“The Yemassee” has strength,

“been as well told, not even by Parkman.

tion or regard to consequencés,

*** Count Julian,” give glowing

not possible, till it

“Iwo Spanish. romances, ** Pela,”

and

till it is

satiated, if that be possible, orif that

be

becomes insatiate.

pictures’ Aboye these corae the rational

indy at Kent's Hill, she was

~

4

This is the season to care for house

Conver-

As a substitute for stable-dressing or guano
her | "(which are[ offensive a d unhealthy when applied

baptized by

that. church, April 18, 1866.
Since
time she has been connected with the

used.

to plants in a warm room),

action.

ap the theme of his lecture, whether

con-

science shouldbe placedat the top of the
list of human faculties, as is usually done,

sent by mail, posta,

cerity and earnest spirit of devotion, helped to
or whether it is a power wholly apart from overcome embarassment. She loved the work
the others and behind the man. The us- of a Christian minister'slife with unibated -arto live and hel
ual arrangement of the human powers is to dor to the last. She longed
husband gather sheaves from the fields alset opposite eachits object, thus: Appetite, | her
ready white and ready for the harvest in Eastfood; instinct (migration, for instance),
ern
Maine. ‘She will be missed most in her
a warmer climate; desire (of power, for late home, where loving hearts in sadness
instance), power; natural affection, chil-. wait, and in her childhdod home in Readfield,
dren; rights, that to which: we have a where venerable parents still survive, to
and
by
-.a
brother
right; self-love, our own good; moral mourn © their - loss,

ten-cent pieces enclosed

the

good

the will to

of Ththers;

choose

between

them.

in all the parishes where she had lived.

Then

the

and not on the top of the list of human
powers. It says to man: ‘¢ This is the
way; walk ye in it.» It is “not the will
which decides, but the man who has the
will who decides. If this view is accepted,
it will
change the
whole aspect
of the moral
problem.So conscience
pever furnishes a primary motive for ac:
tion and never acts at all except on a moThe
tive farnished outside . of itself.
ground ofaction must be

so

far

Edgecomb, of Mt. Vernon,
Munger, of Readfield.
:
;

Mrs.

rational

best,

Business and Professional

Men,

work8#s

after

they

have

daughter

‘died

but

checked.

prineiples

for

$3.25.

Jewelry,

for 65 cents.

Or we

; ‘UsS. MANUFACTURING

t50

«.

‘EF
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Pittsburg,

Sold by all druggists.
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passed

SOLD
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BY

ALL

DRUGGISTS
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MEDICINE:

THE

middle life, might in most cases be
prevented
by an occasional use of this revitalizing agent,
Our Treatise on Compound Oxygen, its Nature
and Action, is sent free.
Address Drs. Starkey & Palen, 1109 and 1111 Girard Street,.

N.

PARTICULAR

Po A. OSBORN,

now to

weeks

commence

Fall

Term

September

of 12
7.

Full

Students

dre fitted for teaching and-for college. Business
course
complete and
practical. Admits both
sexes. Secures good influences. ; Fer farther in-

IN

formation address fharineipal

or

A.J.

Russell,

Secretary, Rochester. Wis.
.
;
EW HAMPTON INSTITULION.—New. Hampton,

N.

H.

: Rev.

A.

B,

Meservey,

Ph.

D.

principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution 1s the best commercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a goetially.
Best
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
KXpenses less than in any other of like grade. Four terms

:

of 10 weeks

each.

Fall

Term

Winter Term begins

i

August

Nov.

15, 1680.

23,

Spring

Jan. 31, 1881. Summer Term bégins
Summer Term closes June 23.
d

THI PREPARATION RESTORES THE BLOOD TO ITS
NATURAL CONDITION, DIRECTS THE VITAL POWER
ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS THE MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS
AND LIFTS IT INTO PLACE, AND GIVES IT TONE AND

Biographical

Lynn,

Mass,

Price, $1. Six Bottles to one address,

$5.

GOODWIN

WeBsTER'S NATIONAL PICTORIAL DICTIONARY.

& CO., Boston, General Agents

4040 Pages Octavo.

Sold by Druggists.

room

rent)

$2,15 per

information

CHENEY,

week.

address

the

Pres-

D.D., or Prof. JOHN FUL-

D. D., Lewiston, Hamno.

*

.

A. HOWE, Sec.

USTIN ACADEMY.The fall term “begins
Aug. 2¢,1880. W.H.Judkins” A. *M., PrinciPra wh competent assistant.
Rooms for selioarding and board in private familiés at
able rates.
For further information address,

reason-

Centre Strafford, N. H., Aug. 7, 1830.

'

Sec.

--.

lege. The course of study extends over three
years, of three terms each. Expenses are
:
‘I ate. For Catalegue add ress,
A. M. JONES, Sec.
Lewiston,
Me.

West VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
This institution is
now under management of Rev. D. Powell,

FRUT REMEDY AND CER CURE FOR

A

fF
CONSTIPATION,
BILIOUSNESS
~
2
BLES & PILES.
| LIVER TROU

with Prof. 0. G. Augir, A.M., principal. Prof.
Augir is a graduate of Hillsdale College. Those
wishingto attend this Institution
will address
Rev. D. POWELL,

Flemington, W' Va,

’

IDGEVILLE COLLEGE.—Courses

EFFECTIVE

Classical,

Scientiflc,

Euglish,

of study,

and

Normal.

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Collegi-

For catalogue address the Secretary,
M. R. HIATT.
Ridgeville, Indiana.

NE

TLLSDALE

FRET

PHILADELRHIAIPA'.
Ne
a

,

ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and. Art
Departments.
Elective

ENTERPRISE MANUF G.CO

studies.

Admits both sexes.

fluences.
buildings

:

and

Best of religious in-

Thorough and chenb. Finest Sollepe
in the
Northwest.
ition, incidental

library

$2.25 a week.

fees, only

$15 a year.

Board, $2 to

Room.40 to 75 cents a week.

arship for Commercial course, unlimited
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.

DOWAY” ELITR!

=——CURES—

y

ARSONSFIELD
SEMINARY.
Parsonsfield
Me.
Rev. T: F. MILLETT,
Principal, with

competent assistants.

years ago, Elder

Q.,

Diarrhea,
Humors,
plaints,
plaint,

In

4
:

June 16, 1881.
pal.

*

Boils, Dropsy,
Female ComLiver ComRemittent

Fever, and

ALL DISEASES

v

:

ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
Winter

DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
"OF THE SYSTEM.

:

PERUVIAN SYRUP |
TRON,

:

esponding
al

nym

Beautiful Chromo'Gargls with

neatly printed on each.
|,
oe

ven, Ct:

1#¢. C. E.
A

VANDUZEN

14448
..”

siculars address the

YNDON

235 South Third 8t., Philadelphia.

WARRANTED,

Kay, New
‘

-

ALE

& 00.

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc, FULLY

your fame

’

Reopers.. One Agent made
days.
No freight charges.

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

Sold by all Druggists.

Feb. 28, 1881.

fo i
_. Studetits willbe conveyed, free of sharge,

:

SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, . Proprietors, 86
Harrison Avenue, Boston.

Spring Term, begins

ry at the pegiufing and
‘| from the depot at) Wal
| close of ea i term un
board an rooms may be
‘or

Address,R. 8. HARTZELL

reac-

COLLEY, = = = = = = Principal,
With competant assistants.
Term begins Nov. 29, 188¢Q.

Courses of Study.—Collegé
Preparatory,
. Cusaical. Selenide. Commercial. Bpecial atten.
tio willpe
given to,those preparing
to teach.

3

Vigor and New Life into all
f the system
BEING FREE FROM ALCOHOL, its energizing effects are not followed by
tion, 'but are permanent.
i

For catalogue address the Princi- .

WATERBURY,
CENTER, VT.
;
g—

2
LIZZIE

OF THE ‘BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED BY

teent,

Nor-

$2 t0"$4 per term. Training department for teachers frees Spring term begins Jan. 24; 1881. Summer term begins April 11, 1881. * Anniversary day,

and-Ague, Paralysis, Chronic

England, he landed in Bostoh when less than
8 months old. He graduated in medicine at
Cleveland,
O., before he was 21, and the same
ear was married to Miss ‘Rachel Williams
th of whom were" soon after baptized and
admitted “as members of the F. B. church.

College Preparatory,

mal, Classical and Scientific courses of study
for
both sexes.
Board, $2.50 per week. Total
expenses per year, $125.
Rooms for, self poarding,

eases, when used in scason,,

Fifty

Schol.

time, $30,

For Catalogue address,
.
Ber
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,.
Hillsdale, Mich.
NORTHWOOD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge
. H. ' Three terms per year, commencing on
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and March.
J.
H. Batchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete
board of assistants. Students fitted for business
or college.
For further particulars address the
Principal, or E. S. TASKER, Secrétary.
ws)

‘Js a sure remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, and all Lung dis-

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Neuralgia, Fever

thé separation is but for a short time,
** Not
dead but émly gone on before.”
8. S. N.

died at Presque. Isle, Me., Noy. 1,1880, of ron-,

further

O. B.

LONTON,

PRESS]

es.
Medicated Prun
TAIN

up the System, Makes the Weal
, Strong; Builds up the Brokendown; Invigorates the
‘-'
Brain, and
di

Mgrs. Isa A., wife of Rev.’ Geo. M. Park,

—For

ident,

600 Engravings.

i

>< SMITHS =o

Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood, Tones

of his-work as a citizen and Christian, °
A. L, MOREY.

(including

further inférmation apply
to A. A. MOULA.M. Rio Grande, Gallia’ Co., Ohio.

of the sc¢hodl is to prepare the students for cel.

Bro. AMOS NOYES died in Landaff, of pat-

Christian life,

Grande, Gallia

N/ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work

alysis, Aug. 8, 1880, aged 83 years. Bro. Noyes
united with the Landaff church July 12, 1835,
and coffinued a member till the church dis“banded *I called upon him a few months before
he passed away, and found him, though blind
to the sights of this 'world looking forward
with bright antidgpations to the future heme.
The wife of his
Youth deeply mourns the sudden geparation from hefhusband, but trusts

Born

COLLEGE.—RIio

AARON W.Fos8,

Mrs. EVELINE SANDERS, wifé of Frederick
Sanders, died Dec. 20, 1380, aged 77 years, 6
months and 24 days.
She had been a member
of the F. B. church of Epsom, N. H., nearly
23 years.
She will be greatly missed by. her
family and friends.
N.'A. AVERY.

years, 7 months.

celleges.

increased attendance. Prepares Students for Col- ..
lege, Normal Institution a specialty, Elective
studies, Music and
Jrawing, receive special attention.
Religious * and, thorough. Location
hedithful. Expenses moderate. Send for Cata- logue. Address, D. M, BENNER, A. Bj Principal.
-JIATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL -8CHOOL.

+

in East Haverhill, N. H., Nov. 12; ’80, aged 53
years.
She became a Christian at the! age of
15 and kept unwavering faith unte the end.
The marked characteristics of her Chvistian
life. were: a tender regard
for the honor of
the
cause
of
Christ,
kindness
to ° the
the sick
and
dying
and |
poor, . care
of
sympathy
with ® the
bereaved
and
sufe
fering.
"By these she manifested her religion
and gained the love and respect of many sin- |
cere friends who deeply mourn their loss.
The last weeks of her life were quietness and
peace;and the end like falling asleep to wake
in a better life. *¢ Let her own works praise
her in the gates and let the reward of her
handsbe given her.”
Si
lwDe de

JOuN CANNAN, M. D., diéd in Camden,

ALSO

best

TILTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE.—Wilton, Muscatine Co., Iowa.
This Institution
is in an unusual flourishing condition with a much

as- “the highest authority for definitions.”
.

the

further particulars, address the. ‘prinELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees. *

GRANDE

: Board,

School and Family should have it far
Ew
.constant use and reference.
ecommended by U. 8. Chief Justice Waite, .

Mrs, Pinkham freely answers alllettersof inquiry.
Send for pamphlets. Address as above,
" No family should be without
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
LIVERPILLS: They cure Constipation, Bilious.
—nesgypudTorpidity of the Liver.
5 cts. per box

but

Dictionary

EBSTER'S is the Dictionary used in the
Government Printing Office. Jan.1880.
xT
ies and definitions far in advance of
E gions i any other Dictionary.
- |
est family help in training children to beRB
come intelligent men .andswemen. SS“ of Webster's is 20) times as great as the
sale of any other series of Didtionavioe
he pictures of a ship on
page 1839 illustrate
o of ore than 100 words.
the fren
T

:

or

., Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
&
:
The
courses
of
study
are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courts, viz. : €lassical and Scientific
For

is prepared atthe proprietorsi aboratory.

schools

Lendnon, Me:

RY

of over 9700 Names.

sex, this Componnd is unsurpassed.
:
Lydia EJ
Pinkbham’s Vegetable Compound
Avenue,

For
or

2. id RR

NEW WORDS and Meanings, .

- 4600

‘GION § IT GIVES TONE TO THE WHOLE NERVOUS BYSTEM; IT RESTORES DISPLACED ORGANS TO THEIR
NATURAL POSITION]
THAT FEELING OF BEARING
DOWN, CAUSING PAIN, WEIGHT AND BACKACHE, IS
ALWAYS PERMANENI'LY CURED BY ITS USE.
It will; at all times and under all circum
stances, act in harmony” with the laws that
govern the female system.
Forthe cure of Kidney Complaints of either

Western

1880.
cipal

1928 Pages, 3000 Engravings,

STRENGTH, 80 THAT THE CURE Is radical and entire. It strengthens THE BACK AND PELVIC RE-

scientific

MORIUS ADAMS, A. B., Principal. Fall term
|.
hegins Aug. 31, 1880:; Winter term begins Nov: lf.

LATEST=LARGEST=BEST.
“Contains over 118,000 Words,

The Positive Cure

No; 233

ness,

Published by G, & C. MERRIAM, Springfield, Mass:

For all Female Complaints,

LINE of eight

womanhood;

active

will

EBANON ACADEMY-—Puplls fitted for busi:

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’'S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

should ‘ be

MARY ANN, wife of Lorenzo D. Jefters, died |

For 27 years he lived an

A.

for Catalogueto
Ye
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

death entered
"ang he buried the wife and a
daughter who preceded him to thé ‘ home,of
GEO.“C.
the soul.” Married again in 1855, he was first
Ne
summoned to pass death’s cold flood aftera
union of nearly twenty-five years. Death makes |an aching void, the world can never fill. The
‘Morning Star shone brightly in his home
circle for many years and cheered the aged
Pligrin on his way.
Though unable to speak
for several hours before his death, at last - his
eyes turned heavenward to meet the angel
band and Zoi his friends to the: better shore.
Thus is
God burying his workmen and we
pray his mantle may full upon another as :‘dili-gent in business and fervent in spirit” as was
our departed brother in Christ.
y Com.

Oct. 29, ’80, aged48

3

-

;

OCHESTER SEMINARY.

ANNIVERSARY, or any other day; for
. PASTOR, TEACHER, PARENT, CHILD, FRIEND.

of the F. B. church,

man’ and

1881.

board of teachers and course of study.

1880.

died of brain disease at- his residence near
Depauville, N. Y., Sept. 3, 1880, aged 78 years;
8 1-2 months.
Bre. O. ‘experienced regeneration of heart and saving faith "in Christ, over
forty years ago, uniting with the church of his
choice soon after, of which he has ever been a
worthy member and strong tower.
He was
baptized May 16, 1841, by Rev. Samuel B. Pad-.
den.
In health he was a man of strong mental and physical force, which being controlled
by the power of divine grace, prepared him
to honorably fill the church office which was
conferred” upon him soon_ after his baptism.
He married at the age’ of twenty-three and
brought up a family of eleven children, all

growh

:
.

Pittafield, Me., Aug.2, 1880.

HOLIDAYS, WEDDING, BIRTHDAY,

BRIEF and for the public.
For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who'do not patronize the Morning Star, it
1s but just that CASH should accompany .the copy

DEA.

16,

Term Begins
Apr. 18; 188k

Obituaries.

at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER
| words. VERSES aré inadmissible.

%

gy Yor Catalogue address K. Bachelder,
M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell, Secretary.

v

NOTICE.

4

Winter termé commences Nev. 1, 1680, and Jan.
24,1881;
Spring term, April 11, 1881; Smnmer

@bituaries.
LI

Fels

IRVING B. SMITH.

Ho
nr

13t4leow
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AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfleld,
Maine. "College A
Normal, Claasioennde
courses of study fer
beard of teachers. Expenses low.

BEST GIXT
For all times,

10c. ‘CLINTON&

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, W: oming Co., Ni
York. This schoel Was pever in better “ond
tion for dots, thorough work in Academic Instruction.
Ne p
instruction. With three careTully arranged courses of say. The Classical,
and
lish Course.
'or full catalogue .
‘address
the Prinipal.

—H.

DEALERS
2

etc, name on,

Cards,

Ct.

Educational.

black, at dis-

MANUFACTURED BY
HALL & CO., Nashua,

the hand.

Price 25.and 50c per bottle

Q@ilt-Edge

term, June

other undesirable shade, to brown or

|

20

North Haven,
F

cretion. It is easily applied, being in one prepara.
tion, and quickly and effectually produces a per.
manent color which will neither rub nor- wash off.

.
P.

10c.

5 .»

For the Whiskers.

MASS,

Fis

Landscape, Chromo Cards

;

'BUCKINGHAM’S DYE,

MRS. LYDIA E. PINKHAm,

oF

it in well with

Pa.

HAIR 'RENEWER.

at

.

and ull Skin Diseases.. Rub

Vegetable Sicilian

25

Strain,

|

sent with the order, to insure good faith.
Order at once.
Address, -

.

IL.YNN,

{eo

best Fami=

A Com-

This elegant preparation may: be relied on to
change the color of the beard from
y, OF - any
OF

the

6t49

will send all of the above articles for $12.00.
Goods sent C. O. D. when $2.00 of the amount is

I slept well, and bave not coughed

once this morning.

sell

A $10 Seven Shot Gold

Revolver,

tiful Ionian

Chas.

aged

EVERYWHERE

plete Set of Shakespeare's Works, Handsomely Bound, and Illustrated, for $2.00.
A Union SquareJewelry Casket, containing 20 Sletes of Beautiful Jewelry, for
for $1.00. Four Sets (all different) of Beau=

of Mr.

3, 1880,

to

LINIMENT

us

This standard article is. compounded with the
greatest care.
:
Its effects are as wonderful and satisfactoryas
.always honored. In her departure to ever.
DL restores gray or faded hair to its youthful
heaven death lost its sting and the grave its
victory. Her memory is as ointment poured color.
It removes all eruptions, itching and dandruff;
forth to her afflicted husband and parents and and the scalp by its Use becomes white and elean.
+-to.a large circle of chvice friends.
She rests
‘By its tonic properties it restores the Sapillary
from her labors and her works do follow her;
glands to their normal vigor, preventing baldness,
w thick and strong.
4 and making the hair
Weall miss her.
CoM,
As a dressing
nothing -has been found
so effectual, or desirable.
Dr.
A.
A.
Hayes,
State
Assayer
of
MassachuMrs. Jones, how is your health this mornsetts, says of it: ‘I consider it the best preparaing? Thank you madam, much improved.
tion for its intended purposes.”
gota botile of Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup last
night, and after the first dose my Cough was

welely because it is right.

hard brain

Mounted

years. When aged 13 she was converted by
God and baptized by Rev. Ngthan Rowell who
received her into the F. B. church.
By
her
life as daughter, companion and wife
Christ

call a moralgoad,
Conscience is to bd
obeyed, not because ofits utility, but because it is right. It will be of the greatest benefit to ourselves to obey it; but we
is

ELizABrTH,

her father’s residence, Dec.

is conditioned upon a sensibility which we

it

Chain for $8.00.

Text, Rev. 7:13, 14.
:
A. D. SMITH.

John W. Davis, of So. Boston, Mass.,

that it is a basis for action in itself, before conscience can act. : It pre-supposes
the natural springs of action and works in
harmony with reason and with each natural spring of action'inh the whole life so
far as such action lies within its own
bounds.
So the existence of moral ideas

must not obey it because

‘M.

three

. Until Feb. 1st, we will send to any address
Splendid Imitation Gold Watch and

A

May

and Rev.

in

RARE OFFER for 60 Days.

we appreciate her godly life and sincerity, and
emulate her purity and virtues. Her noble
life work is done.
She rests in peace.
Floral
tributes were sent from ‘her friends in Manchester, Dea. Joseph Bean, of the Merrimack
St. F. B. church, Manchester, managed the
funeral, Rev. A.D. Bmith, of N. H., conducting the religious services, assisted by Rev. J.

will

Fever

Y & JORNSON'S
HN
ARNICA® OLL

Two

in a letter will reach

k Place, New York.

_conscience,’

conscience is to be placed behind

1opaid, 20 cents each.

safely. - A little book of: valuable directions on,
How
to Cultivate House Plants,
by Professor
Maynard, Professor of Hortidulture ai the Massachusetts Agricultural College, accompanies each
package.
Address Bowker Fertilizer Com24
45 Chatham street,
Boston, or 3

and
sister and
other
friends
in
the
home. In
our Yearly and Quarterrights.
Sir James Mackintosh says that old
ly meetings where she .presided at the organ
the immediate objért of conscience is will,
with much acceptance ; among the youth who
and so it has no object before it, but when
were so willingly led ny ber song, and in the
two objects are presented it will prompt 4 Sabbath-school, she will be missed, as ‘well as

love,

%

“will be found valuable. It is clean, odorless, easily applied, and produces healthy plants and early
and abundant blossoms. About 10,000 packages .
were sold last year, and universally ‘liked. Packages sufficient for twenty plants for three months

her husband’s pastoratées
at those places.
Naturally modest and retiring; she was in danger of obscuring her public life, but the
abounding
grace of God, with her deep sin-

From this point Dr. Hopkins took

Rheumatic

ly Knittin
achine ever invented.
ill
knita pair of stockngs with HEEL and 'TOE
complete, in 20'minutes. It will also knita great.
variety of fancy work, for which there is always a
ready market. Bend for circular and terms to the
Twombly Knitting Machine Co., 409 Washington St.. Boston, Mass. .
L
1735

Bowker's Ammonisted Dood fir flowers

which
F. B.

hours.’

AGENTS. WANTE

plants, For

the best results some kind of dressing should be

Sem-

husband (the first-candidate immersed b
him) at East Tilton, N.. H., and united wit

Bo
1

‘Rev. Mr. Park,

Seq wile attending the Maine. Wesleyan

is

four

| four days, and many chronic Rheumatism,
that
for years had defied the skill of the Physician and
tge Power of Medicine, have teen cured by halfa
doses ottes
ates Bhewd} te Bir = eolq
y all respectable
druggists.
-$1.00 per
Xx
for $5.00.
Send for i
lo the proprietor,
West Buxton, Me.
:
1y4leow

fifteen years since, she

thereafter with him dedicated her life and

tites are the lowest, and are good only always interested in everything conducive to
when held in their place., Then come the good and elevation.of humanity. He was
vivid description.
&
surgeon fn the Union‘army.
He
* The scene where Bess Andrews, its her- the instincts, whieh are a sort of vague diedfour inears
triumphant fuith leavinga son and
Oine, encounters a rattlesnake, has been reason when kept in their place, but out three daughters and very” muny ia; to
| of it-they ufea sortof idiocy. . Above
the | mouris their logs.
fim 2
COM.
stincts come the desires ; then:
the nat+ copied into many of our reading: books
Gray,
Me.gisd- Nov. |
.
i
?
ped
&
He eaves & wif , sister and Said
to
the
nf‘ men’s
gover
“The Lily
and the Totem,” or’ * The ;
four children
: of them residing in the
Huguenots in Florida,” was one of the | ing principles are impulsive as distin- West, besides other relatives. He 'was’ relig«
guished from ratignal.
Each has its ious, outspoken, earnest, and tothe lust ‘trast
first stories I read jn my boyhood, and own object, an goo out toward ‘it by" ing in Christ, The respect and esteem of his |’
the tragedy of Fort Caroline has never an impulse from
behind; Without :reflec- townsmen were his and all united in speaking

~ones.

+ dramatic

Some

Facts tor those hiloted with Rheuma-"
tism or Neuralgin s Clarke’s Rheumatic ix
cures the worst cases of Neuralgia in from
to

Gardenin

and

the purpose

best services to thé interests of Zion.

=

- The'personal appearance of Mr. Simms

ad-

pursuits

tak- Philadelphia, Pa.

of an occasional article for the periodical
press. He frequently appeared before
the public in the character of a lecturer,
and only a few weeks before his death he
delivered an address on ‘‘The Sense of
-the Beautiful,” before the Charleston
County Horticultural Society. ~ He died
fifth year of his age.

poems,
which

Midway,

seventy = miles

in-law,

where

his

¢¢ Atlantis, a Story of the Sea,”

near

chiefly on

in Charleston, at the residence of his son-

-vocated-the Union side of the question
and the result was tie loss of his subscribers and the ruin of his newspaper
enterprise. =~ The
disappointed editor

.came North to New York in 1833,

resided

for literary

accomplished

rational choice. This is the love required churches of Gilferd Village, Farmington and
in the Bible as the central spring of our’ Merrimack street, Manchester, N. H., during

ing no part in politics, except inthe way

discovered

of briefs and the examinations of titles to

States in 1831

Mr. Simms

plantation

about

cer

of this love

she

was unitedin marriage with

belongs
to

and all who in consequence of overwork, find
suffering from a.gradually increasor his * Ballads of the South,” and you themselves
ing brain and nervous exhaustion,
and who
that they are slowly losing vitality and the
will find in them mora real poetr§ than
power
to do their best, and that a break-down
can be found in anything of Macaulay's. in the\ near future is almost imevitable, will
mpound Oxygen a new agent of cure
His ballad of ‘King's
Mountain” we
and restoration, which acts as arevitalizer—
consider particularly fine.
2 | and
this with a promptness that at once stops
During the last twenty-five years of ‘the downward drift. The paralysis which 8o
often arrests the steps of business men and

hislite,

, commenced the study of law.
Three
years afterwards he was admitted to
practice as a member of the South Carolina bar.

None of Simms’ poetry breathes of

the closet or the lamp as does that of
Macaulay.
The latter was not a poet;
Simms was, but not a great poet.
Take
any one of his ‘‘Lays of the Palmetto,”

lustrative of the military incidents which
-came-to his: knowledge.
When only ten years old the mother-

- eighteen wrote

of her heart..

a' rational being,

and the. central element

aspiration

ly adapted and

Men will fight for their

No one ‘except

an

musical attainments, for which she was happi- |.

rights as
powerful

tive of action.
We have the power of disinterested action for the good of others,

“intense; his dramatic succession of events

Wil-

After Brown, Irving and Cooper,

valuable

her

classification

rights, as for something which

liam Gilmore Simms. must be placed in ization, in picturesqueness of description,

of several

this

| Southern romancist. - - Simms: Las drawn can have an idea of rights. There is also
some
powerful pictures, his style is] a moral and rational love which is a’ mo-

Iv.
SIMMS.
GILMORE
WILLIAM
.

historical fiction

considered

Window

sumption, aged 33 years, 8 months. = Mrs.
Park had suffered from frail health from her
youth, the last few years severely.
But grace
ad prepared her for the conflict and its end.
The influences of her early home had given

stands above them.

as unsatisfactory, and regardéd
among the most underlying and

ison is unfavorable on the whole to the

COLBY.

a being who

over the
between

Some writers say that these higher principles.
are.two, self-love and conscience:

and old Spanish life in Cuba.
og
Itis ip his stories of backwoeds life
that Simms placed himself where he could
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The attitude of Greece in declining

parts of Ireland

for the ill-treated Ponca Indians, together with

pa-

id

various

is

wholly
:

BY

inter-

There was a heavy 8pgw-storm

all

over

ence

the

H.

in directing

the

to wander

among

tor of the Industrial

bleremedy.

ment of all the rights which have

been

guar:

and several other
were destroyéd
nearly $220,000.

fire

York,

Wednesday.
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current
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‘The Salvation Army

Mandrake

upon Manchester, Eng., with wonderful results.

olits, three Protestants and one Quaker.
The
the
Attorney-General opened the case for
Crown, saying that the object of the conspiracy
in which
the traversers were engaged was to
cause the social excommunication of a number. |
of persons, and to make their lives not worth

They speak of their work -in Ireland as overwhelming.
During four weeks at Lurgan,
where Romanism is very strong, there were

He

pointed out the absurdity

of

the idea of parcelling out Ireland among a
population of five millions, which would only

add to the misery

of the unforturate

son strolls past one group

last

week,

begiuning

that way, andby an’equally
would

immediately

‘to

New York on the 27th of Dec., aged 66

George Eliot,

and

novelist,

was

a

homes

a political orator he never refrained from coms

was among

the most fearless in proclaiming to-

the world his position at the opening of the
civil war.
It is related that, on gne. ogcasion,
after a passage of this kind,
a select delegation
filed down the aisle and out of -the church,
banging their pew doors behind them. Every
one was disconcerted.save the preacher, who
assured his hearers that it was all right, The
parties who held pews were‘entitled to do as
they pleased with them; but if they “thought
1 ownership implied any stock in his consscience he wanted it corrected on’ the spot.

These munifestatiofis were omitted in the

to the President’s state dinner service,
a complete set of one thousand pieces.

|

ure.
False Fisheries

Statistics.

:

has exposed alleged gross falsifications

in

Prof.

Hind

sifications
_ entirely

says

alter

_ tions of the Dominion. with

that “these

the fish

trade

fal

rela-

Sta

the. United

spread by heaters as well
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The movement for the complete secularizain Chicathe next
President
Constitu-

requiring every State to
tional amendment
maintain free pulflic schools in which neither
+¢ religious, atheijtic hor pagan tenets should
"be taught,” and also prohibiting the granting
of public money to-any religious sect and. reiring the equal taxation of church property.
House
Genera Garfield said in a speech in the
* The divorce between church
in June, 1874:
1t ought to be
and State ought to be absolute.
40 absolute that ‘no.cburcb . property any-

be
“where, in any State or in the nation, should exexempt from equal taxation; for if you

tion,
empt the property of apy church organiza

10 tbat extent you 1mpose a church tax

i the whole community ’—-A. Y. Tribune.
-

upon

ee i—i

The

Panama,

Canal,

The news from Paris to the effect that'a

Yar.

. ty of engineers and workmen to begin the uctwill
ual construction of the De Lesseps canalexcites

Jeave for Panama to-day (Wednesday),
The question
lively interest in. Washington.
is, what will the Presidert do? he having
warned the world that the United States will4
not allow x canal to be dug unless the :United
.
States can control it.
ee,

The South Africa Trpubl

Rory
The English government eT

7

‘to

recognize the independence of the Transvaal.

. Some troops now in Ireland will be sent imediatelyto Cape Town and Port’ Natal or
ban: others will follow as occasion may re-.
quire. They will be replaced by the English

militia. ~The regular troops now “in Ireland
has

number thirty thousand. No such’ step:
been taken since the Crimean war, and the at-

titude of the government is expected
;
‘
. a great sensation.
i

a;
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as

to . cause
@

Se

250,
Two fires involving a property loss
. 000 each occurred, the first on Fri day night,
destroying the pattern shops of Buford & Co's
plough factory.at Rock Island, Ill, and the
other, Saturday: night, in which a number of
buildings in New Orleans were’ burned.——dJ.

W;Milne, cashier of thie Pocasset. National

‘Bank of Fall River, Mdss.,is under arrest fora
defaleation of ‘$1.200.——Both- Constantinople
and Vienna advices reporta failure of the “ar-

by

3a

ceased.
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on us!
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“i The attentioti of 8. S. Superintendents and Téachersis asked to “ Shoppell’s Portfolio of

Pictures illustrating the 52 International Lessons of 188), as something new, beautiful, and
eminently useful. They fix in the mind of the teacher a connected and graphic history of the
yeur’s léssons. For the class, they elucidate each lesson as, it occurs, in such a manner,
even indifferent scholars are interested. After use with the class, the Portfolio is of permanent
and increasing value t o the teacher as a pictorial récord of work donejand les gons. past, All
of these pictures sre really fine engravings, be autiful ly printed (hand-proofs), each size 7x10.
Full Portfolio (62 pictures) 60 cents; Either half year (26 pictures) 8b cents;
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.
Mailed Free. Stamps taken.
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eured me

of a severe

subject,

during the winter months, and
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I have, in

many iastances, recommended ito my ‘friends,
and all have been benefitted by its.use. . We
think it has no equal as a cough mixture.
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Yan fact, well established by unquestionable
testimony,

that Hdl’s
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moved the warm Gulf Stream
many miles
southwar . He declines, however, to attempt,
tor ageount for the absence of these north-west
winds.
Red
;
There was a partial eclipse of the sun at its
rising Friday morning.

“5eison, of

regarding

D. R. V.'G, cured me of Dyspepsia and
difficulty. No one should be wit
it

abatementjof severe north-west gales from the
snow-clad-hills of the north, which formerly
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Boston. 9 @ 10c.

Ladies, be very cautious how you tamper with

“An old sailor writing to, the Boston Advertiser accounts for the' great changes in the
climate of New England by the absence or
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enfered the ministry:
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Common 75 @ $1 00.
HAY AND STRAW.
Hay; Eastern and Northern,
¥ ton—Choice, coarse-$2300 @ 24 00; Ordinacy $21
@ 22; Fine $18 ¢ 20c; Swale Hay 1200 @ 13 00;
Rye Straw 25 00 @ 26 00; Oat Straw $1v 00-@ 12 (0.
PORK, Extra prime,¥ bbl,$12 50 ¢ 13 Ov; Western mess, 14 00 @ 15 00;- Westérn extra clear,
1650
@ 17 0u; Boston clear, 17 50 @ 18 00; Boston backs,
1800 @ 19 00.
Rol
BEEF.
Western mess # bbl. $950 @ 10 50; Western extra, 10 00°@ 10 50; Extra plate, 11 00 @ 12.00.
Beef Hams, 1750 @ 18 50; Beef .tongues, 2600 @
27 00.
"0
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Western, smoked,
¥ Bb, 95
@ loc;

samples of the many vile counterfeits offered you,
which may prove very Jamigies to the fabric

of nine montbs its membership hag increased
from 712 to 3,117. and its monthly circiilation
of books from 1,663 to 5,355.
Only two volumes have been lost in this time.
£
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Cure does both, and it is the
Need” to suffering humanity.
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famous and useful work.
RICHT ER'S COUNTERPOINT.
($2.00)
RICHTER’'S FUGUE.
($2.00.) Two standard
works on Composition.
Ad
THE WELCOME CHORUS.
(81) for High
Schools, and SONG BEELS (30 cts.) for Common
Schools should be in the mind of every teacher in
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are among the most accomplished
of the period.
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tion of the Staté, recently organized
go, claims both the ex-President and
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a 24
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York State 26 @ 28¢c.
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from small investments;—
The best opportunity ever offered the public.—
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Moorestown, N. J
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Vermont 36 @ 38c; Canada, fresh gtck 36 @ 3s¢ ;

e Bloodgood is in color a ood yellow, with a
russet network on one side. Commencing with
Maine it‘ succeeds finely throughout nearly all-of
the Northern, Middle and Western sStatés, and oc-

tionalist church of Salt Lake City, the fruits of

‘Mormon parentage.
wr
A writer on bygiene says that diphtheria

Not White 49 @

to good

Worcester County, ehoice

or when the stem separates easily from the branch
upou_ raising the pear horizontally in the hind.

halls.
v,
Fifty persons, have united with .the Congre-

1877, and forgeries in the trade and navigation
returns of the Dominion, and alleges the use of
these forgeries and false statistics for State
purposes.
Sir John A. Macdonald imputes to
Mr. Hind a purpose to levy blackmail, and the
latter replies charging the Premier with using the false statistics in
negotiating
thé
fishery clauses of ..the
Treaty
of ‘Wash-

JOHN

Write

i?

New England Conservatory Method
or the Pianoforte.
:

Northern factory, common 7 @ 10c; Western factory, choice 12% -@ 13¢c; Western
factory, fair to
ood 10 @ 12¢7 Western. factory, skim 6 @ 9;

summer pears, in a dark closet in the house, picking the fruit a few days-befoge it is wanted for use,

The President has approved the vin pérmitting the New York Chamber of ‘Commerce to
ereet a statue of George Washington on the
sub-treasury building in that city.
NN

.

| Sterling Music. Books.

2707
600
600

it is usually highly appreciated. To add te its
flavor it is best to ripen this, as well as other

is®sadly paralyzed,

music halls Tea and coffee have been substituted for intoxicating drinks, while all other
attractions are the same’ as in other music

the

common

CHEESE.

or rich

most

do

13!{0; Northern {actory,

for years to the

one of -the

650
6M

The

‘large collection of beautiful songs.
Price, $3, by mail, postrpaid.

KIDNEY PADS are sold by druggists, or

-DAY’S

small to medium s'ze ; but as in pears quality. not
quantity, is most Appi ciated for the dessert table,

|... What was once a popular theatre jn London,
Eng., was recently re-opened as a temperance

fishery statistics and the fish trade’ statistics
. presented to the Halifax Commissioner in

ington.

making

even his hands being stiff and contorted.

fut-

Prof. Hind, compiler of the analytical ifdex
to the documents of the Halifax Commission,

He

is

525
650

SELF- INSTRUCTOR.

' | aperfect vocalm ethod

- will be sent by mail (free of postage) on receipt of their
“price:
Regular, $2.00; Special, for obstinate cases of
long standing, $3,00; Children’s, $150. Address,
DAY KIDNEY PAD CO., TOLEDO, OHIO.
.
CAUTION
Owing
to the many worthless Kidney Pads
800 4
« now seeking
a sale on our reputation, we
deem it due the afilictod to warn them. Ask for DAYS
12
. KIDNEY P. AD, and take no other,
57

cious of any of the early summer pears, and is
one of the first to ripen—sometimes as early as July
4th—and a little latér farther north. The fruit is

. General Garabaldi lies day after. day ‘on a
small iron bed, in a simply furnished room,

looking on the sea.

Bloodgood.—This

Ext White, 51 @ 52c;

Do

others I hope to describe at some near time in the
future.
But at present I will only meption one
sort, commencing with
:
The

a
a

6
6

Ladle packed, choit@u vss serriiiins
Do.
do
common to good......

treats that the ontside world find in the Bartletts,
Sechels, Anjous and Kieflers. These and many

Three hundred more piecey have been added

Illinois. ....
St. Louis. cavaniarans

Dairy packed, choice........i.....

old-fashioned virgalien, butter or cooking pears,
nectar

@
@
a

ENDORSED!

large record of most remarkable cures, sent free.

400
400
57
6580
800

@.
@
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.

"

HIGHER T AN THOS®BIOF VERY INFERIOR INSTRUMENTS.
“"

Tremont St., ROSTON ; 46 East 14th St; (Union Square),
br
$a
:
.
2A

84
=

hy

:

that it

‘“ SCHOOL -OF SINGING,”

tive powers from many persons of high character, intel.
ligence and responsibility. . Our book, “How a Life was
Saved,” giving the history of thisnew discovery, anda
for it.

‘Creat.ery, choice, fresh made, # 1b....31
Do
do
fair to good,....... Asp 27.

* walk in air,”.

of the delicious

IS STRONGLY:

ORID..sassscccscervansrinnciounnsass
Michigan. .eeeenitiresaneenersarnnomensn
Indiana...
foieiodonnas
vl

OATS.

1t often happens, that these latter

being _ ignorant

¥

is its intrinsic merit and superi
In short, such

We have the most unequivocal testimony to its cura.

Commission

WINTER WHEATS.

a

¢ Palmer's The

Oat Meal, fancy brands...
.viieane. 625 @ 650
Buckwheat, ¥ 100 bg.......
we
240 @
230
In 3 parts; each $1.50, or complete, #.25._This
1-18 a method of established reputation, whi ch has
CORN.
ix
~NEW,
OLD.
Yellow and extra do...... 60 @ 61
63%
@ 64
been in constant use in the great Conservatory,
and is
gettingto be everywhere known and wvalHigh Mixed: oeieeeneedd
@ 60.
63
@ 63%
ued. . Has received decided commendations from
No 2 Mixed,” q.s0ienee.. 58 @
09 62
.@ 68°
Seamer... . id + saeiesse O8
@ 09
@
the best teachers.

believing that there are many

persons have limited themselves

“ing to the rescue of the nation’s true interests,

%

called

and

¥_sons,you can have ¥. W, Root's’

=v

ority, that it is now, the only recognized reliable remedy.

SPRING WHEATS,

HA

the mérits of some of the most popalar of the

- ‘often when such a course -was attended with” " Ttisrepotted that China has expressed @
willingness to open her whole empire to Rusthe most unpleasant consequences.
On the
-consummation of the Kansas-Nebraska infa- | sian commerce.
my, and in later
years, when the growing enTwelve hundred ‘casses of silk-worm eggs,
‘croachments Of the slave power threatened
the existence of the nation, he was among the
valued at one million dollars, from Japan were
earliest to Tise ils voicein its defene¢, and
recently shipped from New York for Italy.

wherever introduced has superséded all other

Patents, ChOICe. cc. sessesnssnniviiesad
Pateate, common to 00d cea vans

be

rimple

$1.00 by mail, ,
2
SINGERS. For the price of two oF three les~

4tl

ments;

& CO.,

and COMPOSITION
progressive

80

it clear as the sunlight.

direc-

BosToN, Saturday Morning, Jan. 1, 1881.

FLOUR:

for themselves in the country, as” well as

older varieties.

to

Western superfine.ssee.. Tesaessiveves 37
@
Common extras.eeseees
40008
WISCONSIN. iceseesasvansas
450
@
Minnesota, bakers. ..... Beenie
.500@
Minnesota and Wisconsin, fancy...... 670 @

many who live in remote districts of the country,
who would gladly be informed also in regard to

The ldst census will show that the popula. tion of the United States is a little over 50,000,

as

OF MUS!

Ina manner

cable.,

Merchanfs and dealers in butter; :cheese and
eggs,
beans, dried apples, &e. Cellar
No 3
Quincy Market, Boston.
>

who have recently come out from the city to make

in

Highgate cemetery, London.

years.

He was known as a very able speaker,

the

to the newer pears,

i

FEN YEAR

eminent clergyman and for many years a lead_ er in the Universalist denomination, died in

3

.og’

according

Reported by HILTON BROS

[S

duties on corn, brandy and tobuceo,

Paper

adress Dunie 7 Bustly

befogged systems are too complicated to be practi-

Boston Produce Report.

He severely condemned the policy of the Land
considering himself the equal of the God Mercury,
. League, which, he said, advocated freedom,
or that the great Jupiter himself would not be
The papers are discussing the probability of compromised in associating with him. But here,
ye! brought all its power to bear in co-ercion of
private individuals.
The ‘government, he the plan for giving to Cabinet ministers seats
to be addressed by that little word ‘‘ thee,” causes
said, were bound to institute proceedings to
in Congress, being urged anew under Gen.
scarcely a flutter in the human heart:
put down the wicked agitation. He warmly.| Gartfield’s administration, the President-elect
*The houses that extend along the main street,
denounced the agitation as an intolerable conpaving
n a strong supporter of the propo;
and glong some of the neighboring avenues, will
spiracy.. The intention of the government, he
sition when it was introduced in the House b§
said, in ins
#ing these proceedings, was to i Mr. Pendleton, who has now been returned ‘tv compare favorably in architecture, size and beau.
protect rich and poor alike from the frightful
“ty ot surroundings
with many that are found in
the Senate,
:
tyranny that respected neither life nor properthe vicinity of New York. Modern built houses,
ty. The people had been told not to accept
The Spanish Cortes was opened by King
or those with French roofs, appe:r in full propor.
;
;
O’Connell’s dictum, that no reform was worth | Alfonso Thursday.
tidn, while here and there are a number.of mana drop of blood, and a few days after they were
thus advised Ferrick, the bailiff, was shot at !|! There are ominous s igns of #n uprising ‘in’ sibns with good, old-fashioned steep-sloping roofs,
Balinrobe.
He criticised the incemgliary pub- : Albania.
almost any one of which might with some persons
lic speeches of the traversers, especially those
pass as ‘tbe original head-quarters of General
One of/Sitting Bull’s chiefs has sur¥ndered
. of the two members of Parliamept, Parnell and
Washington.”
However, I have not yet found any
Dillon, and declared that the Land ULeague
a number of lodges.
one to make this ¢laim.
:
was founded upon a basis of seditioh and treaThe Boers have taken Derby, and a large
But now let us return to fruits, and to the sub
son.
\ ject of this article.
force is advancing on Utrecht.
7
In this, and in the - followihg
The Late Dr. Chapin.
Priuce Bismarck intends to propose higher | article, it is not my inteation to limit myself merely

The Rev. Edwin Hubbell Chapin, D. D., the

taken

Dairy, Vt., fall made.

winsome *‘ fairy,” he

commence

Bitters,

Dairy N. Y. fall made....
N.Y.and Vt. straight dairie
Common to fair dairy lots.
Winter made.......cce300e
Westérn—

Avenue in New York City, khould be addressed in

Tuesday.
The weather was terribly severe if
some parts. In the South it “wus the coldest
known for vears; all the orange trees in Jacksonville, Fla., were frozen.

country.

after another of young

people, he occasiodally hears a lively Quaker
beauty address her gentlemanly escort by the
friendly word * thee.” How unconcernedly does
he take it! Most assuredly, if one of the exquisites ? who frequent the promenades-of Fifth

with

Stops.

r.

THOROUGH BASS, HARMONY
may

have

Keep Downs’
Elixir aland use in. cases of sudden

50; No 2 White, 3735’@ 45¢; No 3 White, 46 @ ie.
L . BUTTER! Trade has been almost at a standstill the past week, and prices are for the most
part nominal, New York and Vermont—
Creamery late made, # 1b.
@ 2”
“Do Summer made. .
a 27

ples or pines, all nod a Iriendly greeting. In oth.
er respects the places is very different; as a per-

A cold wave,
from the West, passed over the
entire country

of other trees, and as

t,

fences—
feelings

Corn Meal & bbl.,
weveeed@
Rye Flour...es coteaeccivocsasnsivonnas 575 @
Oat Meal, common to good Western....500 @

one walks or drives along, first a lofdly oak, then
a hoble button-wood tree, and again poplars, ma-

330 penitents.

THEORY

2t52

THE MARKETS,

There is a less pro-

variety

D

FoR MUSIC STUDENTS.

A.A. RAMSAY,M. In

tions, saves large expense in doctor's bills.-

connected

portion of graceful elms here to wave their grateful shade over the heads of passers-by, but then,

is making & great siege

was impanelled consisting of eight Ronan Cath-

the having.

1 stand sentry along the way.

2 to

$125 up.

i

coughs,
&c., as a safegnard against consumption
-and other dangerous diseases, Dr. Baxter's

or flow of ideas to

subjects not directly

there is a greater

©

among - neighbors.
ways in the house,

wise for over a mile along thg,brow of a hill,cone
is reminded strongly of tbe village ot, Northfield,
Mass., especially as they are somewhat similar as
regards the long lines of beautiful shade trees that

The Liberal members of the Canadian Parliament are improving the holiday recess of that
body in ¢ stumping” the country in opposition
to the Government's contract with the Pacific
Railway Syndicate.
:
Str

It,
edi-

Erd, obtained
this valua-

apply in case of aceident. - Keep good
especially line fences; it. promotes good

of New England.
With most of its houses located
upon one main thoroughfare, that runs length.

Loss

gin, No;

LS

I am sometimes led Lither and thither Ly the flut:

to be married.

May declining to sit during the trial in consequence of his condemnation of Mr. Parnell and
his followers in a recent public speech, A

by

in New

Cure.

Stamm,

PIANOS

free. Address

Is the ONLY ‘work that teaches

I have pot yet learned to shut wy heart #gainst
the beauties of nature, but that like other mortals

Mr. Porter, of Indiana, and Mr. Plaisted, of
Maine, Governors-elect, it is said, are both soon,

Trial of Parnéll and his Associates. The trial of the indicted Land Leaguers iwas
commenced in Dublin on Dec.*28th before Justices Fitzgerald and Barry, Lord

buildings,

=~

W.

Albia, Towa, May 26s"

‘ Bchurz and the agents of the department, into
at Newburyport, Mass., killed three or four
ter of: a butterfly’s wing, or by the graceful conconsent to remain in Indian Territory.
Sour of SHoble foro tree. Possibly this failing
persons,
Sh
- A committee of Christian women are enThe 8th Avenue St. Car Co., New Soli may be somewhat excusab'e, if it be true that He,
gaged in circulating the following petition to
‘ who causes two blades of grass to thrive where
Congress, which they ask churches, public
disbursed dividends during the
past
year
mediings and individuals throughout the counbefore but one did grow,” is a benefactqr of manamounting to 19 per cent.
try,to endorse :¥ * We, the undersigned, men
kind. Then, perhaps, if any pen can filjfup the vaand women of the United States, resident in | Col. Ossian Ray, Republican, has been electcant spaces of the human heart with new thoughts’
or near-—, do most respectfully, but most
ed in the third district of this State as the late
of the beauties of nature, or can lead othersto
earnestly pray the Houses of Congress to take
Congressman Farr’s successor.
beautify ileir cheerless homes by surrounding’
all needful steps to prevent the encroachments
“of white settlers upon the Indian Territory,
The 250th anniversary of the fouuding of them with pleasure-giving orchards or plantations
of ffuit, its wanderings amid rural scenes may yet,
and upon all Indian reservations; also to. keep
Cambridge, Mass., by: Gov. Winthrop,
was
all treaties with the Indians until they are
. be of some avail.
celebrated
on
Dec.
28th.
:
:
changed by the mutual and free consent of
To a stranger, this town of Moorestown seems
both parties: and to guard them in the enjoyThe table manufactory of Brown & Bliss
to resemble some of the smalleil towns or villages
anteed them upon the faith of the nation.”
The committee have received much encouragement in their movement.
Miss A. S. Quinton,of Philadelphia, Pa., is their Secretary.

and: Liver

$30 to $100;

ORGANS

HAINES.

with fruits, the lenient public will understand that

date for
U. 8. Senator in Minnesota.
A boiler explosion in Dodge’s shoe factory

Safe Kidney

was upon my advice.that G;

the pen, then certainly I should consider myself to
be greatly favored. If occasionally I'alow myself

Mr. Ramsey, Secretify of War, is a canui-

}

Warner's

PART I,

United States on Wednesday.
;
j
"Phere are further reports of disastrous floods
-in France and England.

Mr. Tibbles and Bright Eyes allege that the
chiefs have been intimidated by Secretary

1 hereby certify that I have been a practicing
physician for twenty-seven years, and for many A
:
s
|
s
bl
(
’| chronic cases in my practice do recommend

Amid the quiet scenes of a Pietiily located town
in New Jersey, I resume my pen to give forth
thoughts of fruits and fruit culture to the outside
world. If pleasant surroundings have any influ-

Congress will re-assemble to-day.

wishes

R.

:
l

Vermont’s population is 332,286.

to the
promare the
for the
~ Both

A Physician’s Testimony.

Chicage,

PEARS AND HOW TO GROW THEM.

Sunday.

disturbance.—— Utrecht

” Miscellaneous.

satisfied ‘to. live

be killed unless they acquiesce in. the

held

the

Rural and Domestic,

Large

Saturday: and

and

way through their reservation.

has beén abandoned
by the Boers, and commu-

anywhere else}, but,* since the unprovoked
murder of Big Snake, they are afraitl they will
I object
of the Titerior Department.
present arrangement, because the lands
Territory
Indisn
the
in
ised our people
property of the Cherokegs, and are not
United States Government to. bestow.”

proximo.—

nication with the Transvaal
rupted.

Bright Eyes, when asked
from the Senate.
,-her opinion of the real sentiment of the Indi(ans, said: “ I know they want to*go back to”

Not one of them'is

on

There was no serious

the leading chiefs of the tribe, have been be* fore the special committee of investigation

"Dakota.

26th

Land League meetings were

sympathy

up
“ maiden, who have been stirring

the

Northwestern

Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroads for right of

cific negotiations renders it almost certain that
an appealito ‘arms will result.——The civil
marriage of Prince William of Prussia and the
Princess Victoria Schleswig-Holstein - will be

:
The Wrongs of the Indians:
Mr. Tibbles and Bright Eyes, tli¢ ‘Porca solemnized on

4
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Hebos Summary,
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bitration scheme for settling the

